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CALENDAR FOR 1915-1916
September 29, 1915, \Vednesday, 8 :45 a. m. ________ First Semester Begins
No ember 25. Thursda _____________________________ T _h anksgiving Day
December 23, Thursday noon ___________________ Christmas Recess Begins
January 3, 1916, Monday, 7 :30 p. m. ______________ Christmas Recess Ends
January 26, 27 28, Wednesday to Friday __________________ Examinations
January 28, Friday,. noon ___________________________ First Semester Ends
February 1, Tuesday, 8 :45 a. m. ________________ Second Semester Begins
February 16, Wednesday, IO a. m., Annual Meeting of Board of Trustees
February 17, Thursday ________________ :_ __________________ Trustee ' Day
March 29 Wednesday ______________ Review Course for Teachers Begins
May I9, 20 and 23, Friday, Saturday and Tuesday ____ Final Examinations
May 20, Saturday ______________________ Pupils' Recital, School of Music
May 21, Sunday __________________________________ Baccalaureate Sermon
May 22, Monday, 7 :30 p. m. __ Graduating Exercises, School of Expression
May 23, Tuesday, 3 p. m. ________ Annual Meeting of Alumni Associc3rtion
May 23, Tuesday, 7 :30 p. m., Graduating Exercises, Senior Class, Academy
May 24, Wedne.sday, 7 :30 p. m. _________________ Commencement Concert
May 24, Wednesday, 8 :30 p. m. ___________________ President's Reception
May 25, Thursday, 10 a. m. ______________________________ Commencement
May 25, Thursday, I p. m. ______________________________ Alumni Dinner
May 25, Thursday, 7 :30 p. m. ____________________ Commencement Social
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GENERAL REMARKS
Rollins College is the oldest institution of higher l~a-rnj,ng in
Florida, having been incorporated under the General Laws of
the State in 1885, and opened for the_admission of ~tudents the
same year. .Jn 1895 it received a special_ charter from the Legislature. Its object~ as expressed in both charters~ was to pr0- .
vide an institution of Christian learning, to promote the· gerie.ra.1
interests of education, and to qualify its students to·.engage in the
learned professions and discharge honorably and usefully the
various duties of life.
The college is situated in \ V inter Park, five miles north of
Orlando, the county seat of Orange_county. It is ori the Atlantic
Coast Line and Seaboard .Air Line railways, and is easily accessible from all parts of the State. The town is in the "high pine'' .
region, and is surrounded by beautiful spring-fed lakes-, several
of which are connected by navigable streams. From the shores
of these lakes the. land . rises to a considerable height, furnishing
per£ ect drainage and providing most desirable sites for building.
The village is one of ·the 1no_s t beautiful in the State. Its streets ·
and sidewalks are paved, shaded by rovvs of large water oaks,
and lighted by electricity, while clayed and shaded roads connect
it with other towns to the north and south, and provide attractive
drives and bicycle paths. It is noted also for its general .healthfulness, and is especially free from malarial diseases~ Students
·afflicted with tuberculosis or other infectious · diseases ar:e qot
received. The college is supplied with · ·w ater from -an artestan well more than one hundred feet in depth, · which . affords. an
abundance ~£-pure water.
·Winter Park was designed by its founders to be a- c·e nter of
e_d ucational influence. This purpose has been steadily kept . in
view and has made the town both a home and a winter-resort for ·.
...intelligent and cultured people. It has ready a~cess to _the_coin-:mercial world, but is sufficiently removed to afford an agreeable
retirement. Being without saloons--O~ange· courtty being "dry" .
3
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-. -and places of doubtful amusements, students are · safeguarded .
from temptation and their attention is not distracted from their
work. The college cam·pus is in the southern part of the tow.t:1,
and consists of- twenty-five acres on the northwest shore of Lake ·
Virginia, situated on an elevation . which affo.rds a commanding
view of the lake and surrounding country.
The students of the college come. from Florida and . th~
southern portion of Georgia and Alabama, from Spanish-speaking and American families in Cuba, and from all parts of the
North. The mildness and evenness of ·the climate render . it - pas-Sible to study with open doors and windows ·t he winter through,
ancf to engage daily in outdoor sports ; and the purity and invig- .
orating quality of the air make it an ideal place for the student ·
whose health is imperiled, and whose studies are interrupted, by
the rigors of winter in more northern latitudes and by confinement in superheated and ill-ventilated rooms..
,
T-be campus, sloping to· Lake Virginia, is of un~que beauty.
It is grassed and planted with semi-tropical and evergreen . tre·e s,
shrubs, and hedges. It is the intention - of the administratiorr to
make of it an arboretum~ontaining ultimately at_least one .specimen of every tree and shrub of decorative or other interest that
can be su_cces&fully grown in this climate.
·
There are twelve buildings on and about the college campus
-Carnegie Hall, containing the library, reading-room _ and administrative offices; Knowle_s Hall, containing recitation-rooms,
· physical laboratory, two. chemical laboratories, apparatus, balanc_e ··
and dark-rooms, lecture and demonstration rooms for instruction
in science, the Thomas R. Baker Museum~ a chapel and audi- torium containing a $5,000 pipe· organ and a concert grand piano, .
and a central _steam heating plant; Chase Hall, Pinehurst Co~t~ge, · ·
and Lakeside Cottage, containing rooms for young men ; · the
Dining Hall ; the Lyman Gymnasium; Cloverleaf Cottage, a .h ome
for young women; Sparrell Cottage, containing rooms for musical
instruction and practice ; the Art Studio ; the Pumping Plant an~
the President's House. All but the last of these bu1ldings are
lighted by electricity.
·
A large Kewanee tank and Dean triplex electric fire pu,m p
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supply water through Jarge mains under a pres.sure . 9£. severity.:. .
five pounds to the inch to__ all parts of the camp.u s, and each •f loor ·
of . every- ·.building is ·reached by ·a riser · and prot~cted .by hcis.e ,
resting in brackets and ready for instantaneous use. There a-re .
also ·fire-plugs between all buildings~
·
.
The h~mes 'for s.t udents, besides the. · sleeping apartm·e nts, . ·.. ·, -~ .. - ._ : .
have receptiol).-rooms and spacious· v~randas. They are _under
· ~he supervision of members · of the- faculty or matrons. In all ·
~-:
the buildings, except Chase Hall; .the rooms are ·arranged .for
·'; -~
single occupants·.
.
.
·
T _h e library, whic_h is beautifully ·and .conveniently housed- in -·
Carnegie · Hall, and· which ·is a designated ·d epository of · U r,.it~d :
States publicatioµs, contain_s a well-selected and constantly grow- ·
ing . collection of books. _ It is supplied with encyclopedias, di~tionaries, inde~es, and ·other works niost use£ ul in the study . of
special topics; an·d a dictionary . card catalogue, ar,ranged in ac- ·.
cordance with the pe,vey system .of classification.; The · readingroom in connection with_ the college library ·re~eives so~e fit ty
of the best periodicals, covering the subjects of general litera.:.
ture and news, music, art, ·science, gardening, sports and outdoor life, house-keeping., geography, edu.catioQ, the ~ .e chanic. arts, :·
economics and library science·: The Readers' Guide_to Periodical
Literature is taken, making magazines .of permanent .value for
reference work. Also, there . are in the town a well-equipped·
free library and a reading-room. _
.
The College is distinctively Chris_tian in character, but wholly
unsect_a rian, both in spirit . an<;! control,. seven or eight d .e nomina.- .
tions being . represented on its Boa.rd of Trustees ·and Faculty~ ,
There are .four chu~ches in .· the village-·- Congregational, Epis- · .
copal, Methodist·,. and 'Bapfist·. -and parents tl)ay sel~ct the church
which they desire thefr children to ·· attend. ln th~ ~atter . ~f
discipline, the object is_to aid -the ·student,. and the regulations ate
such as earnest students would impose upon th~mselves in order
to secure the greatest benefit for themselves arid for their. fell ow
students; pupils who have not sufficient maturity and· self-co_~ trol ·
to stu.d y profit~bly under -these conditions are advised to go
elsewhere.
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Among the student organizations maintained at the college
are the following :
.
One of the most active ·organizations in the college js the
Young Woµien's Christian Association. Much of the social life
of the institution is centered here, and the work in the interest of
the new students at the beginning of the year is most help£ ul.
Religious services are held Tuesday evening of each _week. Oc- ·
casional meetings open to both m-en and women are held upon
the campus. Classes for Bible study are maintained. The altruistic spirit is manifested in the support of a young girl in the
Mission Church and Home for Cuban children in West Tampa
under the direction of Rev. · F. P. Ensminger, an alumnus of
Rollins College.
The Young Men's Christian Association holds a very in1portant position in the affairs of college life. The management _
of athletics ( tinder the direction of the Faculty), is given over
to the Association members, who also publish a hand-book descriptiye of all student interests. Rollins is the only college in
Florida having a paid secretary givin'g full time to the work.
Religious meetings are held regularly on Tuesday evening of
each week. Union meetings with the Young Women's Christian
Association are held from time to time, addressed by prominent
speakers from all walks of life.
The Christian Associations aim not only to bring the moral
and spiritual standard of the student body to a higher plane, but"
to be of service in every possible way. A committee representative of both Associations promote suitable social activities among
the student body.
The Lyceum, for both men and women, meets on alternate
Friday evenings. Speci~l attention is given to parliamentary drill ·
and to extemporaneous speaking. \ ' arious literary contests are _
entered into and prizes offered.
·
The work of the Classical Department is supplemented by a
Classical Club in which papers are read by the students and the
subjects discussed. Topics bearing upon the classical work are
presented by the professor in charge and many of these are ii-·
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lustrated f rom<r a valuable set of nearly 4,000 lantern slides.
Meetings are held twice a month.
The Dramatic Club is an organization for the study and in- ·
terpretation of dramatic master-pieces. It is the aim of the club
to present one classic each year~
·
A mixed chorus under the directorship of Prof e$sor Pope
gives several concerts each year. The men's Glee Club of twelve
selected _voices is well known in Florida. It makes ·an annual
. tour of the State during the Christmas- vacation. The Girl's Glee
Club gives several concerts throughout the year and a short trip
is usually taken.
The aim of the college is not to give undue attention to one
side of man's nature, but rather to secure a symmetrical development of body, mind; . and p _irit. Rollins College is ~-ortunate in having one of the finest and best-equipped gymnasiums
in the South.
Every student regularly enrolled in the institution is required to attend the regular gymnasium classes which are held
daily for men and three times ·weekly for women. . A student
may be excus~d from attendance, upon written request to the
Physical Director by the Superintendent of. Grounds and Buildings in order to work out college charges ; upon written requ~st
of the coach or manager in· charge of one of the college teams;
or, if a day student, upoi::i written request · of parent or _guardian
in order to go home. A student may be exc·u sed from participation in the gymnasium exercises, but not from attendance thereat,
upon written request of the physician stating that the student's
physical condition will suffer by participation.
·
These exercises are in every way on a par with the other
regular work of the institution and absence or tardiness is dealt
with as in the case of other classes. Every candidate for a
certificate of graduation or degree from the College and · its affiliated Schools must be credited- with satisfactory attendance at
the gymnasium during every semester of residence ~t the insti- tution. Every student regularly enrolled in· the institution is
also required to attend the classes in swimming held by the_ department of physical education in the fall ana spring until he or
...
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she is able to pass the swimming te t prescribed by the instructor. For this work each student should supply himself with a
bathing suit and, if unable to swim, a pair of Ayoad water wings.
In addition to the class drill and special work in the gym- ·
nasium, students are encouraged to engage, to a reasonable extent, in outdoor ·sports. In this climate · they are able to take
exercise in the open air and unshine almost every day during
the school year.. The favorite outdoor exercises are football,
baseball, track athletics, tennis, archery, basketball ( both indoor
and outdoor), bicycling on the excellent clay roads, boating on
Lake Virginia and connecting lakes, swimming, and golf on the
Winter Park links, ,vhich are among the best in the State, and
are open to all students of the college at a nominal cost.
All intercollegiate sports are controlled and supervised by
the . Faculty, and no one is permitted to participate in these who
is not a bona-fide student enrolled within thirty days of the
beginning of the semester, taking a full program of studies and
making passing grades, or who is nqt strictly an amateur. For
six consecutive seasons Rollins College has held the championship of Florida in intercollegiate baseball. The college possesses
a commodious boathouse, situated on the shore _of Lake Virginia,
in which is housed the fleet of boats, more than a dozen in
number, belonging to the college.
The college can not undertake to furnish medical attendance
or professional nursing to students gratuitously, in case of illness.
A number of students of both sexes are given employment
on the campus and in the dining-hall in entire or partial payment
of their college bills. Work may be secured in the village to
a certain extent. In general it is believed that no young man or
woman of good ability and serious purpose need fail of a liberal
education through lack of means.
OTE \\TITH REFERENCE TO -TECHNICAL A. D
. PROFESSIO AL STUDIES
Rollins is a college, as distinguished from the university or
the professional, the technical, or the agricultural school. Its

.'
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mission is to pr9vide for those ·w ho come to it for a liberal education, a ·generous culture, a thoroug~ training of the physical,
intellectual and ·moral · nature.
It believes in the value of · a
full college course as a preliminary to. technical studies, and it is _. · ·
opposed to all "short . cuts"- into the professions.
To those; however, who wish to take up engi_n eering or ·
other technical studies and who are unable to complete a college course as a preliminary to ~hese, the following suggestion
is offered :
·
The studies leading to a technical degree may be . divided·
in to two parts :
1.
Those which are general, such as the languages-Ger- ' ·
man, Fre~nch, and, in the South, Spanish ; the sciences-Physics,
Chemistry", Geology, Mineralogy, Biology, ·Botany, Zoology; an<l:
Astronomy; the higher mathematics-Geometry, Trigonometry,
Calculus, and Surveying; and English, History, Economics, and
Political Science.
2
Those which are wholly technical..
There ·is no reason why these two groups of studies should
be pursued in a single institution. Rollins College is· prepared
to give as thorough instruction in the first group qf studies as
is any college or technical school. It, therefore, proposes to
those who wish to prepare for ·the profession of engineering,
but who prefer for climatic, financial or other reasons to . do as
much of their work in · Florida· as possible, that they · pursue the
Freshman and Sophomor~ years at Rollins, taking such ~lectives
as are best adapted to their need, and then go to some institution . _
which is thoroughly equipped with the very elaborate arid costly
shops and apparatus which technical studies require, to · complete their course. It is believed . that this will give the best
preparation for technical work at the lowest cost.

COURSES OF STUDY
The institution offers the f ollo.w ing courses of study :
I College Course, four years.
II Academy Courses, four years.
III Courses in Music.
IV Courses in Expression.
V Courses in Fine Arts.
VI Courses in Domestic and Industrial Arts.
VII Course for Teachers.
VIII Business Courses.
IX Special Courses for Spanish-speaking students.
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EXEC U TIVE COMMITTEE
WILLIAM
]OHN

M.

BLACKMAN,

Chairman ·

WILLIAM C. COMSTOCK

CHENEY

NATHANIEL

F.

M.

PRATT

\i\T1LLIAM

R.

MRS. CHARLES
O'NEAL,

L.

SMITH

Secretary

INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
WILLIAM
WILLIAM

F.

BLACKMAN,

C.

COMSTOCK,

Secretary
]OHN

Chairman

WILLIAM

M.

R.

O'NEAL,

CHENEY

SECRETARY AND TREASURER
WILLIAM

R.

O'NEAL

Treasurer

OFFICERS. OF INSTRUCTION

OFFICERS O.F .INSTRVCTION
REV. WILLIAM FREMONT. BLACKMAN, Ph. D., LL. D.
PRESIDENT

Professor of Sociology, Politics and Eco·nomics
REV. NATHA~IEL ~ILJ;.ER PRATT, D. D.
VICE -PRESIDENT

Pr_ofessor of Philosophy and Bible Study
REV. ARTHUR DELANO ENYART, A. M.,. S. T. B.
Professor of English, Dean
ESTHER BUCKINGHAM PATTERSO
FERGUSON, B. L.
Professor of History,_ Dean of Wonz.en,
T ·H OMAS · R_t\KESTRAW BAKER, Ph.D.
Professor of Natural Science, Emeritus*
SUSAN LO TGWELL, A. M.
Prof,e ssor of English and Philosophy, Emeritus*
FRANCES ELLEN LORD, Litt. D.
Professor of Latin, Emeritus*
EDMU

D MORRIS HYDE, Ph, D., L. H. _D ·.
Professor of Ancient Languages
HIRAM POWERS, LL. B.
Professor of Modern Languages

..

ERIK SCHJOTH PAL~IER, Ph. B.
Professor · of Mathematics
BERKELEY BLACKMAN, A. B.
Professor of Natttral Science

MARY GREEN DEADERICK, B. L., M. 0.
Director of the School of E.~pression
WALTER MARTI LENHART
Director of the Business School
*Retired on the Carnegie Foundation.
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HOMER STANLEY POPE
Director of the School of Music and Instructor

1,11

Singing

FLOREN CE MILDRED SMITH BLACKMA.
Instructor in Pianoforte and Pipe Organ
CA THERINE ANNIE JANE BREB_ ER
Director of the School of Fine Arts
LYDIA MAY WILDE, A. B.
Instructor in Cooking and Sewing
ELIZABETH DOUGLAS MERIWETHER
Instructor t"n Industrial Arts
SUSAN HART DYER
Instructor in Violin, Ha_rmony, Theory and Musical History
CLELLA MILLICENT AVERY, A. B.
ANNA CELESTIA BELLOV\ S
Assistants in the Academy
ALFRED JACKSO
HAN_ TA
bzstructor in Shorthand

COMMITTEES

STANDI_N G COMMITT"i~:Es oF·
-. THE - F-A CULTY
The President . is e~~off icio a · member of
I.

all

committees.

ENTRANCE _~~QU~EMENTS, ExA _l\fIN ATIONS, AND ACCREDITED . SCHOOLS

- Mr. Enyart, Dr~ Hyde, Mr. Palme-r 2.

CURRICULUM, CATALOGUE, .- A.!.-D DECREES

Mrs. ·Ferguson, M ·r. Enyart, Mr. Pope
3.

RULES AND- DISCIPLINE

Mr. Enyart, Mrs. Ferguson,
4.

· Pul3LIC

Mr. Powers

OccASIONS A .N D DECORATIONS

Miss Brebner, · Miss . Wi_lde, Mrs. Blackman
Miss n ·y er, Mr. Pope

5.

Miss Meriwether, · -

ATHLETICS

Mr. Palmer, ·· Mr. Pope, Mr. Blackman, Mr. Powers
6.-

5TUDE?li'7 0RGANiZATIONS
.
.

Mr.

7.

Bl_ackrnan, ·Mr. Powers

STUDENT PuBLI.CATIONs ·AND

E

TERTAINME

·i-s

AND · PuBLICt'l'Y

·M r. Blackman, · Mr. Palmer, Mr. Lenhart, Miss· Deaderick

8.

RELIGIOUS SER\iICEs AND

Wo&K

Mr. Enyart, Mrs. Ferguson, Dr. Hyde _.
9.

SPECIAL WoRK

Mr. Enyart., Mrs. · Ferguson

----
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OTHER OFFICERS
BERKELEY BLACKMAN, ·A. B.
Secretary of the Faculty
FRANCES MASON ELY
Librarian
BENJAMIN WILLIAM STONE
Superintende1it of Grounds and Buildings
ALFRED JACKSON HANNA
Secretary to the President
ETHEL DRAPER POPE
Assistant in the Treasurer's Office
LYDIA MAY WILDE, A. B.
Housekeeper

..

ERIK SCHJOTH PALMER, Ph. B.
Athletic Diredor and F ootba.ll Coach
HOMER STANLEY POPE
Baseball Coach
RAYMOND WOOD GREENE
Physical Director
DONALD MITCHELL MARVIN
Assistant in the .Library
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS

ALUMNI A~SOCIATION·S
THE COLLEGE
REv.

FRED PATTERSON ENSMINGER,

Miss

·EDITH

'

.

Vv est Tampa------:-----------President
.

GRACE BOONE., Orlando -------:--------Secretary and Treasurer

THE ACADEMY
WILLIAM EuBERT BURRELL,

Miss

WINIFRED MoRSE Woon.,

MRs. FRANCES

Miss

Panama Canal Zone----~----- 7 ______ President

B.

FERNALD,

MINNIE MOREMAN,

GEORGE EDGAR

Tangerine _______ ::.. __ ~_._ _____ Vfre-Presiden1

S .. Berwick, Maine __ s ecretary and Treasuret- ·

Lake HowelL ______________ statisticaf .Secretary
..

THE BUSINESS SCHOOL
MERRICK, MiamL _______________ .:_ ___________ -::- ___ p,,.esident
Ocala--------------------:----Vice-President
Jacksonville_ ________________ Secretary and Treasurer.

CHARLES WESLEY CLEVELAND,
MRS.
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ROLLINS - COLLEGE
ADMISSION

AU candid~tes 'for admission
. to . any·· department are expected to present
certificat~ of good
. character f i-om the school which they last attended.
. · ._ .
All candidates for admission.· must .~pply in · sufficient . tjme
to enable · the officers -of the college to :examine . certificates as to
ch~racter . and scholarship · -and to give ·answe·r whether or . not
such certific~tes are satisfactory. Blank forms will .be for-warded'
to candidates for ad-mJssion, o~ application to the D~p. o_
r Sec;:~ . · ·
retary· of _the Faculty.
_ ·
THE FRESHMAN ·CLASS
Those students who have satisfac- · · .·
torily completed the required work . of the Q)llege Prepar'a toty· ·
C0'1rSe of Rollins_ Academy and have received a ·certificate ·are ,
admitted to the Freshman class· of · the college without examina~
tion. Other candidates for admission niust present .dl:i~y atte_s ted
·certificates of having done in .· other schools _wo~~ equivalent' ·tq
that of the College Prepa_ratory Course of Rollins Academy, or.
must _be examined ·.i n · the: subjects given below.
.
A student -who is de.ficient · in not more than two requi_~e-~
· units may ente.r the Freshma;n class. -Such deficiencies~ -however,
must be work_e d off i~ the Freshman year, .i_f possible, ·otherwise
a student will contin~e to ·be ranked as a Freshman.
ADVANCED . STANDING: The applicant- for ad~ssion ,to advanced standing in any u~dergr-aduate class must furnish ~a~is_f acto.ry evidence that he has ·corr.ipleted- work ~q~valent to that
requjred of students in Ro~iris coilege who are •in the-~lass which
the applicant wishes to enter. A · student failing ·to present .satisfactory evidence · trt~y take examinations in the. -subjects · for
which he desires credit. • ·
.
·
_
_.
SPECIAL STUDENTS
·P ersons not candidates for the degiee
may be admitted as special studeqts, withouf examination, provi~ed they giv_e evidence of their prepa~ation to proc_e ed with the
.CERTIFICATE. OF . CHARACTER .
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work they ~lect, and obtain the permission of the professor
with whom the work is to be taken.
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

Fifteen units are required . for admission to the Freshman
class, as follows:
I.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

ENGLISH, 3 units.
HISTORY, · 1 unit
MATHEMATICS, 3 units (Algebra, 2; Plane
· LATIN., GERMAN, FRENCH, OR SPANISH., 4

Geometry I).
units (of which

2 must be
1=-atin).
SCIENCE, I unit (to be selected from the list of sciences given below
in 6).
ELECTIVES, 3 units.
English, 1 unit.
Lati~ I or 2 · units.
Greek, 1, 2, or ·3 units.
German, 1 or 2 units.
French, I or 2 units.
Spanish, I or 2 units.
Mathematics, I unit.
History, ½ unit.
Civil .Government, ¼ unit.
Botany, ½ unit.
Chemistry, I unit.
Physical Geography, ¼ unit.
Geology, ½ unit.
Physics, I" unit.
Physiology, ¼ unit.

CURRICULUM

The degree of Bachelor of Arts· is given on the. successful
completion by the student of work covering one hundred and
thirty-six points, of which one hundred and fourteen points are
required and twenty-two are elective.
Points are credited according to· the · number of times a
week a course is given during the semester. Thus, five points
would mean five recitations a ·week during one semester, and

*A unit is a course of study requiring five recitations a week throughout one school year.
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ten points would· mean five . recitations a week · during two semesters.
_A . candidate for the degree of ~achelor of Arts may not
take less than an average of thirty-four points a ·year, and is not
encouraged· ·take more. than the maximum of thirty-six points,
but in cases of exceptional ability he may, by vote o:f the Faculty,
undertake special work, either during the academic · year or the
summer vacation, so as to complete the course in three years. In
general, four ye~rs of _work are required foi- graduation.
A th~sis, embodying the results of original investigation,
must be prese~ted by the stud~nt and accepted b_.,r the Facul:ty
before the degree will be granted. The thesis will be credited
with four points. The· theme of the thesis must be chosen and
reported to the· Faculty not later than November ·15 of the Sen~
ior year, and the thesis must be completed not later than May io. · ·:

to

- .- ....
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COURSES OF STUD)T
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
Points Seco1id Semester
Points
Language ----------- ----------- 5 Language----------------------- 5
Mathematics-------------------- 5 Mathematics -------------------- 5
English ------------------------- 3 English -------:-- --------------- 3
Science------------------------- 5 Science------------------------- 5
History in alternate years ______ 3
History in · alternate years______ 3
16 or 18

16 or 18

SOPHO_M ORE YEAR
Points
First Semester
Points Second Semester
Language----------------------~anguage ----------- ----------- 5 English ______ _: _______________ .:._ __ 25
English ------------------------- 2
History ___ .______ --------------- 3 •History ------------------------- 3
Science in alternate years ______ s
Science in alternate years ______ 5
Biblical Literature -------------- 2 Biblical Literature ______________ 2
Electives ------:---------------4 to 6 Electives ------------ ----------- 4
16 or 18

16 or 18

JUNIOR YEAR
Points
First Semester
Points Second Semester
English------------------------- 3 English ------------------------- 3
History in alternate years
History in alternate years
Science------------------------- 3 Science------------------------- 3
Philosophy ___ "'7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _: _ _ _ _ _ 5
Philosophy --------------------- 5
Economics ---------------------- 3 Economics ---------------------- 3
Sociology in alternate year
Sociology in alternate years
Electives ----------------------- 3 Electives ----------------------- 3
17

17

SENIOR YEAR
Points
First Semester
Points Second Seniester
History------------------------- 3 History ----------- ------------- •3
English in altern;ite years
• English in alternate years
Philosophy -------------------- 5 Philosophy --------------------- S
Sociology----------------------- 3 Sociology --------~------------- 3
Economics in alternate years
Economics in alternate years ·
Thesis ____________ ------------- 2 Thesis-------------------------- 2
Electives ----------------------- 4 Electives ----------------------- 4
17

17

25.
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RE.Q UIRED -CO _U RSES
·Freshman Year ·
.

.

-

All stude~t~ in the Freshman year are required to take Eqglish I; Math~matics, either I · and II (for those · who have · n _o t
presented an equivalent for. entrance) O{' III and· IV ; Language,
either a continuation -of any language p~esented for _entrance_ or
a first _year in language; History 1, or Science I or 11 · ·(years in
which History I is not offered, a Freshman m _u st -take -Sci.e nce I
or II).
·
Sophomore Year
-

.

All students. ·in the Sophomore year are required to t;ike
English II; · a language; Science I or II, when · not taken in -the
Freshman year, or History I; Biblical ·Literature l · or .IL

Junior Year

All students in the Jun ior y ear are required to take Engl'i'sh
III and IV or _English V, when History V is ·not given; Science
V; Philoso·p hy I and II .or Ill · and _IV; Econor:nics or ~oci~logy.
Senior Year
All students in the Senior year are required to fake History
when the required 'English · work has ~een_ taken· in_ the -Junior
year~ otherwise they are required to -take either English III and •·
IV of English V; Philosophy_III aµd IV or I and II; Sociology
or Economics, and to _p resent a thesis.

"

•,

.

.. ·.-·
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ELECTIVE ·C OURSES
A · college. student may elect any of the courses in the college,.
describe<:l under the head·, "Departments of Instruction," pages·
25 ·to 35. · College students may elect one first year in language;·
for an additional first year language a student will be credited
with but three points. Other work in the various schools of · the
college; ~amely, Music, Expression, Fine Arts, . Domestic and
Industrial Arts, and Business, can be elected · only by vote · of"
the Faculty ~n- the recommendation of the Dean.
·

.

-

'

.
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DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCT.ION.·.
SOCIAL, POL~TICAL~ AND EC~NOMIC SClE CES
PRESIDENT BLACKMAN; DEAN FERGUSON
COURSE

I

SOCIOLOGY

This course is a study of_ 1;he theories of the constitution _of society
and certain social problems, as the .family, . ·ra.ce relations, and · crime.
During the second semester· attention is given. ·to ·statistical method with
practical w9rk .in some line in_c luding investigation and. tabulation·;
Required in the J linjor ,or ~enior yea~ .
Three times a week ·throughout the yea·r .
(To be given in · 1915-1916.)
··,

II ·EcoNOMICS
This cou·rse is a study of the elementary principles of polttical economy. The work of the secon·d semester ··deals with practical ·e conomic
problems: taxation, transportation, · finance, trusts, and monopolies . .
_E ly's Outlines of Economics is used as text-book. .
Required in the Junior or· .Senior year.
Three times a week throughout .the year. .
COURSE

III POLITICS
The work of the first sem·e ster is confined· to the study of American
politics.· Bryce's American Commonwealth is · used as- .a guide . . The sec-·
o_n d semester is a study . of comparative politics, using · Wilson's ·The .Stateas text-book.
Twice a week thro_u ghout the year.

COURSE

COURSE

IV

.

INTERNATIONAL LAW

Wilson and Tucker's J nternational Law is used as text-book, and ref
erence i.s · made to Moore's Digest, and otheJ;" government ·publications.
Twice a week throughout the year.
·
_. ·

PHILOSOPHY
DEAN . ENYART
I LoGI.c.
This . course is designed to acquaint the student with formal logic .and
the logic of science. Creighton's lnt-roductory Logic (Revised •E dition) is

COURSE

used as .text-book.

.

_

Required in the Ju_n ior or Senior. year.
(To be given. in 1915.:.1916.)
. -

·

. ·•
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Courses I and II are given in alternate years with Courses III and

IV.

Five times a week, first semester.

II PSYCHOLOGY
This is a general course in psychology designed to acquaint the student with the facts of human consciousness. The bearing of psychology
upon the practical issues of life is discussed. An introduction to the experimental method in ascertaining the facts of psychology is given. Jud<;i's
or James's Psychology is used as text-book.
Required in the Junior or Senior year . .
Five times a week, second semester.
(To be given in 1915-1916.)
COURSE

III H1~5TORY OF PHILOSOPHY
The aim of this course is to introduce the student to the great systems
of thought in ancient, medieval and modern philosophy. Readings are assigned. Rogers's Student's History of Philosophy is used as text-book
Required in the Junior or Senior Year.
Three . times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

IV ETHICS
This course is an introduction to the principles and types of ethical theory. Supplementary reading and reports are required.
Paulsen's A System of Ethics is used as text-book.
Required in the Junior or Senior Year.
Twice a week throughout the year.
COURSE

BIBLICAL LITERATURE
DEAN ENYART

CouRSE I THE OLD TESTAMENT
This course is designed to acquaint the student with the Old Testament in English. A study is made of the various forms of literature
composing it. Questions of modern knowledge and the Bible are discussed. The course is conducted PY means of lectures and a text-book.
This course or Course II is required.
Twice a week throughout the year.
(To be given in 1916-17.)
II THE NEW TESTAMENT
This course is designed to acquaint the student with the New Testament in English. Introduction to the several books, the life and times
COURSE

THE COLLEGE
out of which the New Testament grew, and the teachings of Jesus Christare studied.
.
Twic_e a week throughout the year.
Courses I and II are given in alternate years .

. GREEK
PROFESSOR HYDE

COURSE · l

HERODOTUS AND PLATO

Several books of ·H erodotus are read after which Plato's. Apology and
Crito are taken.·
Five times a week throughout the year.
7

COURSE

II

THE DRAMA

A play of Aristophanes is studied, and -after this, one tragedy each of
Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides~
Three times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

III

THE HISTORY OF GREEK LITERATURE

This course is conducted by means of lectures and tex_t-book.
Twice a week, first semester.

IV NEW TESTAMENT .GREEK
The gospels are read in order to give a knowledge of the language and
dialect of the New Testament.
Once a week throughout the year.

COURSE

LATIN
PROFESSOR HYDE -

l C1CERO, LIVY, HORACE
After reading Cicero's De Senectute, Livy, Book XXI, is read.
course closes with the Odes and Epodes of Horace.
Five times a week througho·ut the year.
COURSE

The-

II ADVANCED LATIN COMPOSITION
This work occupies one hour a week and is based upon the prose
authors of Course I.

COURSE

COURSE

III

PLAUTUS AND TERENCE

Selected plays of these authors are read, accompanied by a discussion
of the drama · in Rome.
Five times a week throughout the· year.
(Offered in alternate year_s.)

-ao
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COURSE

IV

SILVER AGE LATIN

This course comprises the study of Tacitus's Germania and Agricola,
Pliny's Selected Letters and life under the emperors.
Five times a week throughout the year.
( Offered in alternate years.)

V LucRET1us
The De Rerum Natura is read, with lectures upon ancient philosophy.
Three times a week throughout the year.

CouRSE

·COURSE

VI

HISTORY OF ROMAN LITERATURE

This course comprises lectures and tdct-book work.
Twice a week, first semester.
CouRSE

VII

ANCIENT

LIFE

Le_c tures and text-book. This course is illustrated with a large number
of lantern slides and photographs. It. describes the details of public and
private life.
Twice a week, second semester.
( Students who offer only two years of 'Latin for admission to the
Freshman class, and who wish to pursue this study further, can arrange to
take Cicero and Vergil in the Academy classes.)

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
DEAN

ENYART

I RHETORIC AND ENGLISH COMPOSITION
This ·c ourse comprises the •study of narrative, descriptive, and expository forms of writing. Study is m_ade of selected essays and specimens
or argumentation. Hill's Principles of Rhetoric is used as text-book.
Required in the Freshman year.
.
Thre~ times ~ week throughout the year.
COURSE

II HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE
The development of English literature from Beowulf to modern times
is traced. This cours_e requires the study of selected masterpieces and
representative w~rk of English literature. Halleck's History of English
Literature is used as text-book.
Required in the Sophomore year:
Two times a week throughout the year.

COURSE

COURSE

III

ENGLISH FICTION OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

This course comprises the study of the novel at the beginning of the
century and of representative works from Jane Austen to Thomas Hardy.

THE COLLEGE
R~ports are
Required inThis course
Three _times
-CouRsE

IV .
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made by _members of the_ class. Lectures are . given.
either the -Junior or·. Senior year.
.
,..
and Course IV are given alternately with -Course V.
a week, first semester.

ENGLISH PoF.TRY OF THE NINETEENTH CEN'l?URY

A study is · triade of the rise . and development of Romanticism in
English poetry at the beginn4Ig of the centt!ry. Spedal consideration
i~ given to selected poems from the_ works of . Words-worth.., Col_eri.dge,
Southey, Byron, Sbel1ey, Keats, and others. · This coi1.fSe is conducted by .
means of reports, lectur-es, and discussions.
·
Requir'ed in either · :the Junior or · Senior year.
Three times a week, sepond_ semester.
COURSE

V

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DRAMA TO 1642 .

-The theory of the drama is considered. Aristotle's Poftics and· ·a ·
few examples · of the ancient ·drama are made the basis of the· work during
the .first part of the year. · Specimens Qf the miracles, qioralities and int~r- .
ludes _are studied. Selections from the plays of Lyly,- Peele, Kyd, Greene,
Marlowe, Johnson, Beaumont and Fletcher, Webster, . and · others are . ·read.
Special study is given to 'sev,e ral ·of Shak~speare's ·_ plays. ·Reports are
made by members :of. the class. The course is conducted in part- by lee- .
tures and · with the use of Neilson's Chief Elizabethan Dratn,atists · and
Matthews's The Development of th,e Drama as text books.
Required in the Junior .or Senior year.
.
This course ·is given ·alternately with .Course III and Course IV.
Three times a week throughout ·the year.
(To be given in 1916-1917.)

V~ LITERATURE OF -THE EIGHTEENTH . CENTURY.
This c9urse is a study of the chief writers of _the eighteenth century.
In_ poetry,_ the works . of Pope, Collins, Gray, Goldsmith, ·Cowper, _Bl~ke,
and Bu-rns are made the basis of the work. .In prose,.· attention js given
for the most part to the works qf Defoe, Addison,, Ste.el~, Swift Richar~son, Fielding, Johnson, Goldsmith, Gi4don, Burke, and Boswell. · , : . · ·
Elective in the Junior and Senioi· years. ·
·
Three times a week; second semester.
· (To be offered in _. 1916-1917.)

COURSE

MODERN LA.N GUAGES
PROFESSOR

POWERS

GERMAN

I BEGINNERS' GERMAN
.,
Study of composition writing in script from · dict~tion, reading of easy
fiction and poetry, conversation.

COURSE
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Thomas's C-erman Grammar is used as text-book.
Five times a week throughout the year.

II MODERN FICTION AND HISTORICAL WRITINGS
The work of Course ·11 includes a review of grammar,- the readi~g of
selections from writers of the nineteenth century, prose composition, conversation.
. Five. times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

III HISTORY OF GERMAN LITERATURE
This course' includes lectures, recitations, the reading of classic masterpieces, private collateral reading and conversation. Practical business
German.
Five times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

FRENCH

PROFESSOR
COURSE

I

POWERS

BEGINNERS' FRENCH

Fraser and Squair's French Grammar. The work consists of the read:..
ing of easy .tales and plays, prose composition, and writing and translating
from dictation, a:nd conversation.
.
Five times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

II

MODERN FICTION AND HISTORICAL WRITINGS

The work includes the transla6on of selected works, prose composition, p~vate collateral reading and conversation.
Five tif!les a week throughout the year.
COURSE

III

.HISTORY. OF FRENCH LITERATURE

This -course is a study of selected works from the sevente.e nth.. century
classicists · and the nineteenth century romanticists with private collateral
reading, prose composition, and conversation.
Five times a week throughout the year.
SPANISH

PRoFEssoR P·oWERs

I BEGINNERS' SPANISH
This course includes the reading of easy tales and plays, ~onversation,
prose composition and -writing from dictation.
De Torno's Combined Spanish Met hod is used _as text-book.
Five times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

THE COLLEGE
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·II MODERN FICTION
This course consists of private reading, work in advanced grammar,
and prose composition.
.
F.ive times a: week througho~t the year~
COURSE

III . "HISTORY OF SPANISH LITERATURE
Thi·s course ·includes·
study of selected works from classic . writers,
with private collateral reading.. .
Five· times a week throughout the y~ar.
COURSE

a

HISTORY
DEAN FERGUSON

C9URSE

I

MEDIEVAL AND MODERN HISTORY . ·

...

This course is a .general survey of the history of Europe fro~- th·e · . · :· ·
beginning of the·_Middle Ages to the close of the eighteenth century.
. Robinson;s Introduction of the His-tory of _Western Europe
·used as
text-book.
_
· · ·,
Requir~? in the _ Freshman .or So.phomor:e rear.
Three .times ·a · week throughout the year. ·

is

COURSE

II

ENGLISH HISTORY

This is a . study of selected topics in English history with ·special attention to the .development of the English government.
.
·
Cbeyney's- Short History of England is used ' as text-book.
.
Open to those who have presented English History for · entrance.
T:w.ice a week throughout , the year.
\.
III HISTORY OF THE ·N APOLEONIC ERA
This course comprises assigned readings, r.eports and discussions deal-:
ing with the history of Europe between 1796, and 1875.
'
· · ··
Open to -those who have had Course I.
·
··
, Twice a week, first semester.
.
(To be• offered in 1916-19t7.)

COURSE

COURSE

IV

HISTORY OF THE N .I NETEENTH CENTURY

The work consists of assigned .r eadings, reports, and discussions, dealing with the history of .Europe from 1875 to the present tim~. • Sp.ecial
attention is .giv.en to' the unification of .Italy and Germany, and the political
reforms in England. ·
Open· to those who . have had Course I.
Twice a week, second ·semester.
(To be offered in 1916-1917.) .
3

-,
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COURSE

V

AMERICAN HISTORY

This is a study of those features of colonial history that influenced
the later growth and development of the country, the political and constitutional struggle that culminated in the war between the States, and the
industrial expansion of the United States since that time.
Muzzey's American History is used as text-book.
Required in the Junior or Senior year.
Three times a week throughout the year.
(To be offered in 1916-1917.)
MATHEMATICS
PROFESSOR

PALMER

I

Soun GEOMETRY
Phillips and Fisher's Geometry of Space is used as text-book.
.This course or Course III is required of all Freshmen unless presented for entrance.
·- · Five times a week, first semester.
CouRsE

II TRIGONOMETRY
Moritz's Plane Trigonometry is used as text-book.
This course or Course III is required of all Freshmen unless presented for entrance.
Five times a week, second semester.

COURSE

III ELEMENTARY ANALYSIS
Woods and Bailey's Course in Mathematics, V ol. I , is used as textbook. ( See description under Academy, Course -VI. )
This course may be substituted by Freshmen for Courses I and II
and must be taken by Freshmen presenting the equivalent of I and II
for entrance.
Five times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

IV ELEMENTARY ANALYSIS
A continuation of course III. Woods and Bailey' s Course in Mathematics, Vol. I I, is used as text-book.
This course is· required· of Freshmen who have offered the equivalent
of Course III for entrance and is elective ·to others. ·
Course III is prerequisite.
Five times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

V DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Cohen's Differential Equations and Lie Theory are used as text-books,
Elective.

COURSE

THE COLLEGE
Course · IV is prerequisite.
Three ·times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

VI

THEORY OF FUNCTIONS OF A

CoMPLE·x V .ARIABLE

· Burkhardt-Rasor' s Theory is used as text-book.
Elective.
.
.
Course IV is prerequisite. ·
Three times a week throughout the year.

· NATURAL SCIENCE
PROFESSOR BLAGK.MAN
COURSE

I

PHYSICS

The student must have completed the Academy cour5.e in Physics or
its equivalent befote he can register · in this course. The subject -is treated
-in a -more advanced and technical ·manner, especial attention ·. being given
to the quantitative and theoretical side of the subj.e~t. -Three single
periods of forty minutes each are devoted to te?ct-book work ea~h wee\{,
and two double periods of eighty minutes each to laboratory _work. Five
· points credit is given for this course.
··
··
.
Kimball's College Textb·ook of Physics is used.
·
Either this co_u rse or Course II is required· in_the Freshman or Sop·homore year.
Five times a week throughout . the year.
II CHEMISTRY
The student must have completed the Academy course · in Chemistry
or its equivc1.lent before 'he can ·r egister for this course. The g_e neral laws ·
of Inorganic Chemistry are -amplified, and the elements of organic, physical, and electro-chemistry -are learned. -Three single periods of forty minutes each are devoted to the theoretical work each w:eek, "and ·t wo double
periods of eighty minutes each to laboratory \yOt'k, which comprises qualitative analysis of unknown substances. Five points credit are allowed
for this course.
·
· Remsen's College Chemistry is used as text-book.
-Either this c.ourse or Course I is required -in the Freshman or Sophomore year.
'Five times · a week throughout the year.

COURSE

III .. GEOLOGY
Norton's E lements of Geqlogy is used as text-book, the work being
supplemented by study ·of specimens in the e?Ccellent collection of · the
college, and some -elmentary practise in determining minerals from -their
physical prop~rites.
· Required in the Junior year.
Three times a week, firsf semester.

COURSE

0
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IV AsntONOMY
Young's Manual of Ast-ronomy is used as text-book. A knowledge of
some branches of higher mathematics is necesary in order to pursue this
work.
Elective course open to all students except Freshmen.
CouRSE

Three times a week, first semester.
CoURSE

V

BIOLOGY

A general survey of the whole field of the biological sciences. In this
course special attention is given to the problems of both vegetable and
animal life. . Typical forms of ,plants and animals are examine_d with reference to their anatomy and physiology.
Re-q uired in the Junior year.
.
Three times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

VI

BqTANY

'

A prominent feature of this course is botanical analysis which acquaints the student with the flora of the college region. The· instruction is
aided by several compound microscopes well adapted to the work. Morphology and physiology of plants are also studied.
Bergen and Davis's Principles of Botany is used as text-book.
Elective in the Senior year.
Three times a week, second semester.
CoURSE.

VII . ZOOLOGY

The general principles of the Science are studied, and a special effort
is made to familiarize the student with the structural features of :i.nimals
that are valuable in classification.
Jordan and · Heath's Animal Forms is used as text-book.
Elective in the Senior year.
.
Three times a week, second semester.
PEDAGOGY
DEAN ENYART AND OTHER INSTRUCTORS

COURSE I PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION
De Garmo's lnJerest and Education is used as text-book, with supplementary reading, lectures, reports, and discuss.ions of special themes.
Three times a week throughout the year.
CoURSE

II

HISTORY OF EDUCATION

·,

. Monroe's Text-Book in the History of Education is studied, with
supplementary reading.
Twice a week throughout the year.
The foregoing text-books are subject to change to meet special needs.

THE COLLEGE
COURSE

III

METHOJ;>S 0~ . TEACHING

. Lectu·r es a.re· giveq·· by the college instructors iri 4nguage, History,
Mathematics, English, .Natural Science, Mm~ic, ·and Expression, with classroom illustrations.
·
·
::'"

lV SCHOOL HYGIENE
Whipple's Questions in. School ·Hygiene is used as text-book, .
lectures are given. by officers_ of the Sta~e Board of . Health., and local
physicians.
.
.
_
.
.. ·
· .
.
.
, _
Courses in Psychology., Expression, Sight Reacling, Domestic and · In- · . ·
dustrial A _rts, . and other . topics of special interest
tea~hets are des~ribed .
elsewhere in this catalogue.
·

COURSE

and-

to

..

-

c'I.

•a.,

CLOVERLEAF -COTT'.AGE,··M:\Y-DAY
"I
', J

•.·

THE ACADEMY
The Academy is intended primarily as. a fitting school .£or
Rollins and other tplleges, but it provides also facilities for a
general education for such ·as are unal?le to take a college course.
To meet the · former intention the Academy offers a College Prepar~tory Course in which a definite program of studies is required; to meet the latter, the Academy provide~ what is known
as the General Course. In this course a greater liberty in the
election of studies is given.
·
Students who c9mplete success£ ully the prescribed studies of
the College Preparatory ·C ourse receive a diploma and may e~ter the Freshman class of Rollins ·College without examinat_ion.
Students who successfu~ly complete the work of the General
Course receive a certificate of graduation from the Academy.
They are not prepared to enter college, but at the end of the
second year, if they so desire, they may prepare for college in
two years.
No one will be ·admitted as a stude·n t who is less than fifteen
years of age, unless by special arrangement.
.
.
A student may be admitted to advanced standing on examination, or on the presentation of a duly attested certificate of the
applicant's previous course of study. The ultimate grade of.
s_tudents admitted to adv~nced standing will depend on .the quality
of work done.
A sub.:..preparatory d.epartment is maintained for the present
in which s~~dents who are deficien~ in these brari~hes· may receive
instrqction in English Grammar, Reading, Writing, Spelling,
Arithmetic, .Geography, and · American History.
No student may take less than eighteen or more than twenty
recitations per week, without special vote of the Faculty. The
tables on pages 43 and 44 give the amount of required and elective work in each year of . the Academy. ·
-

41

42

ROLLIN S COLLEGE
ELECTIVES IN THE ACADEMY

An academy student. may elect studies from the Academy
and from the other Schools ·of the college but a student who has
not completed the required subjects of the first three ye3:rs of
the course in which he has - registered, will not be permitted to
_elect college courses. Students who have registered in the General Course must take thirteen points o~ their electives in the
Academy.

..'·
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COURSES· OF STUDY ·coLLEGE PREPARATORY COURSE·

FIRST YEAR

First . Semester
· Periods
. Latin I ------------------------- 5
Mathematics I ------------------ -5
English I ----------------------- 5
Physiology ---------------------- 5

Second Semester
Periods
Latin
I ------------------------Mathematics
I- ______ _: ____._______ 55

20

20

English I ----------.:..-~~-··-----::....--=- 5
Physical Geography _.:_ __ ~_:- ___ :_ __ 5

SECOND YEAR

First Semester
Periods
Latin II ----------------------- 5

Second Semester

Mathematics II ----------------- .5
English
Ancient History __ ::_ _ ____________- 5

II-------------~-------- 5

Periods

Latin -II----~------------------~ 5
English
---------------English History
II _________________
:..____ 55
Ancient History ______ .;;..; ________ 5

20

20

THIRD YEAR

First Semester
.
Periods Second Semester
Periods
Latin III ____________ . ,:. __________ 5
Latin. III -------:--~---------~--- S or
.
or
Modem Language ___________ _: __ 5 Modern Language __ :_ ____ :_ ___ _-__ 5
Mathematics III ---------------- 5 Mathematics III ----------·------ 5
English III-----------~~-------- 5 Engli h III ------------- . ------- 5
Elective
Elective
Language or Science__________ s
Languag~ or Science----:------- 5
20

20

FOURTH YEA:rt

F irst Semester

Periods

Second Semester -

.

Periods

Latin IV ----------------------- 5 Latin IV --------------- --------- 5
or
Moqern Language -----~-------English IV --------------------Electives
Language or Science ---------Math! or English History______

5

5
5
5
20

or
Modern Language ----~-----·__ :__
English IV ------~-------_:. ______
Electives
Language or Science -------~Math. or Civil Government

5
5
5
5
20
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GENERAL COURSE
FIRST YEAR

First' Semester
Periods
English I ----------------------- 5
~athematics I ----------------- 5
Language
Physiology ---------------------- 5

Mathematics
S
Language I--------------------- 5
Physical Geography ------------ 5

20

:20

I--------------------- 5

Second Semester
Periods
English I ---------------------- 5

I------------------

SECOND YEAR

First Semester
Periods
English II --------------------- S
Mathematics II----------------- 5
Language II~------------------- 5
Ancient History ---------------- 5

Second Semester
-Periods
English II ---------------------- S
Ancient History ---------------- 5
Language
Electives ------------------------ 5

II-------------------- S

:20

20

THIRD YEAR

First Semester
Periods Second Semester
Periods
English III __ _: __________________ S
English III --------------------- S
Mathematics III---------------- 5 Mathemati~s III ---------------- 5

or
Bookkeeping -------------------- 15
Physics or Chemistry ----------- 5
Electives ------------------------ 5

or
Bookkeeping
Physics or Chemistry ----------- 5
Electives _______________ _. ________ 5

-------------------15

I

20

to 30

:20

to 30

FOURTH YEAR

First Semester
·Periods
Civil Government ---- ----------- 5
Electives ___ --------- - :... __ - - ---- -- I 5

Sec_o nd Semester
Periods
English History ---------------- 5
Electives ------------------------15

20

20
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.DEPARTMEN~S OF INSTRlJ_CTION ,
GREEK
COURSE

I

BEGINNERS'

GREEK

.
This course is designed to give icareful training in· ihe forms of in- .
flection together with the laws of vowel and con~oQant chang-e which
belong to these.- Translations ·are made _ from Greek into English~ -arid
from English· into Greek,_and the eletnents of·. syntax -are studied~ White's
First Greek Book is u,secl as text-book. After the completion of this work
Xenophon's A nabasis is begun . .
Five times a week · throughout the year.
COURSE II

XENOPHON'S. ANABASIS _

Four bo.oks are rea.d,. ·with drill in Greek grammar. , Pearson,s Greek
Prose· C om,position is used. _
Five ti~es a week throughout the year.

III HoM:&R's ILIAD
· Books I., II,. III are read. The epic -dialect,~ prosody, mythology, and_
other subjects related to the text are studied.
Five times a week throughout the year.
Co.URSE ,

LAl'IN
I BE-GINNERS' LATIN
Pearson's Essentials of Latin- is studied during the first semester· and
Potter's .New-· Method for Caesar during the second.
Required of first year Academy~students who have-· registered in ·the
College Preparatory Course.
Five times a week throughout the ye?-r.
COURSE

·couRSE

II

CAESAR

s

GALLIC WAR

Books I-IV are studied~ · Along with this D'Ooge's. Latin · Compositio'.n
and Bennett's Latin Grammar, Part I, are used.
Required · in the second year of the College .Preparatory. course.
Five times a week throughout the year.
_
.

III CICERO
The four orations against Catiline, that for the Manilian Law~ and
that for Archias are read, ac.companied by D'Ooge's - Latin Compo~ition,
Parts II and III.
. .
Fiye times a we·e k throughout the year.

COURSE

.... .
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IV VERGIL
The first six books of the Aeneid are read and, if time remains, ·selections from Ovid are · studied.
Five times a week throughout the year.

COURSE

ENGLISH
CouR-SE i ELEMENTARY RHETORIC, CoMPOSITIO~, LITERATURE
ELEMENTARY RHETORIC The course includes a study of the general
principles of diction, structure of sentences and paragraphs, and common
forms of composition. Shackford and Judson's Composition-RhetoricLiterature is used . as text-book.
COMPOSITION Written exercises· are given weekly in which punctuation, spelling, and the correct use of idiomatic English are emphasized.
LITERATURE
This part of the course ip.cludes· the reading of several
selections . from English authors to develop an appreciation of the bes_t
·literature. The selections in 1915-1916 will be: Scott's Ivanhoe, Irving's
Sketch Book, and Life of -Coldsmith, Stevenson's Treasure Island, Macaufay's Lays of Ancient Rome, Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice, Swift's
Gulliver's T1'.avels, Goldsmith's The Deserted Village and Vicar of Wak.efield, DeFoe's Robinson Crusoe, Scott's Lady of the Lake, Cooper's The
Last of the M ohicans, Lincoln Selections, Coleridge's The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner.
Required of all first year Academy students.
Five times a week throughout the year.
COURSE II

RHETORIC., COMPOSITION, LITERATURE
GRAMMAR
This consists of a thorough review of English· grammar
with special attention to inflections, analysis of sentences, and syntax~
RHETORIC This is a detailed study of the principles of Rhetoric. Emphasis is laid upon exposition and argumentation. Shackford and · Judson's
C omposition-Rhetori_c-Literature _is used as text-book.
COMPOSITION Written exercises. Special attention is given to oral
composition·, conversation, and discussion.
.
· LITERATURE
The course includes the study of four or five works of
English and American literature and the rapid ·reading of others. Books
for study in 19~5-1916 will be_: Scott's Kenilworth, George Eliot's. Silas
Marner, Franklin's Autobiography, Dickens's A Tale of Two Cities, Pal- grave's Golden Treasury., Shakespeare's Twelfth 1Vight, TemPest, . and
Midsu·m mer Night's Dream, Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Homers Odyssey
{in translation), Books IV-XIV, XVIII-XXIV,. Stevenson's An Inland
17 o·'J•age and Travels with a Donkey, Pope's The Rape of the Lock, Scott's
GRAMMAR,
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Maf11'1:l,ion, and Byron's Childe Harold, Canto ,IV, and· ·The Prisoner of
Chillon. ·
·Required · of all second _year · Academy students.
Five times a week throughout ·the year.
·
COURSE

III

RHETORIC, COMPOSITION, LITERA'IIURE

RHETORIC This_ is a more advanced s"t udy of the principles of Rhetoric . .
Emphasis. is laid upon· description, · narration, and exposition.
Shackford and Judson,.s Compo$ition-Rhetoric-Lite-rature · is used
as text-book.
·
·
··
CoMPOSITION Themes and written- ex·e rcises are required.
LITERATURE
In this course several wo-r ks ·o f English and American
authors are studied.· The work -e mphasizes the · great p~riods in the history
of English- Literature. --W orks - for special · study in 1915-19I6 will -be
Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, As You Like It, Romeo and Ju,liet and Hamlet, A -rnold's Sohrab a-n d Rustrum, Tennyson's ldyils of the· King; Hawthorne's The H ·o use of the Seve.n Gables, Parkman's ·The Oregon . Trail, ·
Sc-qtt's Th_e TaliS1nan,- Mrs .. Gaskell',s c;ranf ord, Poe's tales arid poems, ·
Lamb's _Essays of ·Elia~ 1\i1acaulay's Addison, Addisori:'s, Sir Roger de.
-Coverley Papers, and ~merson's Essays (selected). ·
_. _
Painter's Introduction to American Literat-u,re -is used as text-book.
Required of third year Ac.a demy students.
Five times . a week . throughout the year .
COURSE IV

COMPOSITION, LITERATURE, . EXPRESSION

·coMPOSITION Themes · and ·e ssays based on the books, suggested tor -study and practice by the Coll~ge Entrance · Examination Board are re- .
quired.
.
LITERATURE This. division of the course includes a ·review of the
literature studied in previous years, with a study of ~orks designated by
the Coilege Entrance Examination Board . . Works .s elected for l9"I5-1916
are ·: Shakespeare's Macbeth, Coriolanus, Henry V, Richard III, and
King John; Tennyson's The Princess, selected poems of. Browning,
Thoreau's Walden, Hawthorne'sT'Zvice · T_old . Tales, Macaulay,.s.· Life .o f
Johnson, Lord Clive, Warren Ha.stings, Milton, ~nd Frederick _the Gr_e at,
and Ruskin's Sesame and Lilies.
·
LITERARY AND -DRAMATIC lNTE~PRETATION (Se.e under Course in Expression, Course III). • .
· ·
Reqt,tired of fourth year Academy students, who have registered _·_ in
the Colleg_e Preparatory Course.
·.
· ,.
Five- times a week throµghout the year.
· NOTE:
A series of talks to : the English classes of the- Academy . on
the use and resources of the library is given each .year by Miss Frances
Mason Ely, librarian. After each talk the class is given _a set of questions,
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the answers to· which are found in the books explained. The work of thiscourse .is credited in the English classes, it being given in t _h e periods.
assigned for those classes. From four to ·six talks are given to each class.
The points covered are : the purpose · and the use of a card catalogue,
together with a brief explanation of the system of library classification
in use in most American libraries ; · and: the study of a number of impo·r tant reference books-dictionaries, encyclopredias, indexes, ·periodical _indexes (Poole's, and Readers' Guide to Periodical literature), year books,
.indexes to a few important U. S. Government publications, Bible concordance, dictionaries and encyclopredias of special subjects, books of allu. sions, quotations, atlases, gazetteers, and dictionaries _of biography.
Each student is expected to prepare a list ·:of references on a chosen
subject, to material contained in the· ·Rollins College Library.
''The difference between an educated person and one not educated
is, that the first knows how to find what he wants and- the other does not."
-E. E. HALE.
''The difference between one who is trained •to use the library and
one who is not is that the one who is trained can get more i_n formation
from a copy of Webster's Unabridged Dictionary than the other can get
from a thousand voltimes."-DR. CANFIELD, Librarian of Columbia University.
·
GERMAN

I BEGINNERS' GERMAN
Thomas's German Grammar. The course also includes t~e r .e ading
of easy tales, . prose composition, writing in script from dictation,• .and
conversation.
··
·
Five times a week throughout the year.
CoURSE

·II MODERN FICTION AND HISTORICAL WRITINGS
Thomas's German Grammar, continued. · The work of Course II includes also the reading of . selections- of modern and historical · ficti~n,
poetry, and plays; dictation, composition, and conversation.
Five times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

III
Review of Grammar. The work in this course takes up the history
of • German Literature, with collateral reading, business correspondence,
composition, and convers•ation.
\
Five times- a week throughout the year.
COURSE

FRENCH
COURSE

l . BEGINNERS'

FRENCH

Fraser ·and ~quair's French ·G rammar. The work consists of the reading of easy tales, composition, dictation and conversation.
Five times a week throughout the year.

THE ACADEMY

~
· ~- - --F ras~r and . Squair's Fr~nch .Grammar,

contiµued ·; sight translation of
selected works, prose composition, dictation, .collateral readi~gs, and conversation.
Five times a week throughout the year.
CouRs·E III
Review of Grammar; study .o f selected works froin seventeenth century classicists .and nineteenth century romanticists. _· Course - conducted iri
French.
· ·
..
Five times a week throughout the· year.

SPANISH
couRSE ·r BEGINNERs' SPANISH
De Toumo's Combined Spanish Method -• is· used as text-bo.o k. The
course. includes ·the reading of easy- tales ·and plays, conversation, prose
composition, and writing -fr~m dictation.
.,
Five times a week _throughout the ·year.
II M _O DERN FICTION
This course consists of private reading, work in advanced grammar : :·.. · · __'
and prose composition. ·

COURSE

COURSE

III - HISTORY

OF SPANISH LITERATURE .
-

.

This course includes a study· of selected works froin _classic writers,
with private ~ollateral reading.
Five times a week throughout the year.

HISTORY
COURSE

I

ANCIENT HISTORY .

¥eyer's Ancient History is used as text-book.
Required -of all students in the second yea.r.
Five times a · week throughout the year~
CO:URSE

II :

ENGLISH HISTORY. .

Montgomery's Leading .Facts -of English Hist.ory is used as. tex~-book.
Required - of fourth year Academy students who have r~gistered in
the General Course.
Five times a week, first semester~

4

.....
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III CIVIL GOVERNMENT
Fiske's Civil Government in the United States, and Yocum's Civil
Government in Florida, are used as text-books.
Required of fourth year students who have registered 1n the General
Course.
Five times a week, second semester.
COURSE

MATHEMATICS
COURSE

I

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

-

Hawkes, Luby and Touton's First Course in Algebra is used as textbook.
Required of all Academy students in the first year-.
Five times a week throughout the year.
II INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA
Hawks, Luby _and Touton's Second Course in Algebra is used as
text..:book.
Required of all ·Academy students in the second year.
Five ·times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

CoURSE

III

PLANE GEOMETRY

Wells' New Plane G'eonietry is used as text-book.
Required of all Academy students in the third year.
Five times a week throughout the year.

COURSE IV SOLID GEOMETRY
~ Phillips and •Fisher's Geometry of Space 1s used as text-book.
Elective in the fourth year.
Five times a week, first semester.
CoURSE

V

TRIGONOMETRY

Moritz's Plane Tri,gononietry is used as text-book.
Five times ·a week, second semester.

Elective.

VI ELEMENTARY ANALYSIS
This course takes up the elementary parts of advanced algebra and
covers the elements of the methods of analytic geometry and the calculus.
Woods and BaHey's Course in Mathematics, Vol. I, is used as text.-book.
Elective in the fourth year.
·
Five times a week throughout. _the year.
COURSE
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VII MECHANICAL DRAWING
Tra~y's Elem_e n.ts. of_ Mechanical Drawing is .used
Hours and credits -to be arra~ged.

COURSE

CotJRsE VIII

as text-book. Elective.

ELEMENTARY SURVEYING

Tracy's Plane Surveying is u _s ed as text-book. -- Elective.
Hou.rs and cred.its to be ·a rranged.

SCIENCE
CouRSE

l-

ELEMENTARY

PHYSICS

This is a beginners' course, presenting the £undatnental laws -of · mechanics, sound; light, · ·heat, and electricity and magnetism~ . At · least two .
years of mathematics are required before the student may regist~ for this ·
course. Three recitations are held each week, and-two double periods - ·
of eighty tninutes each are devoted to ·laboratory work.
Carhart and Chute's High School ·Physics is used .as..-text-book.
This course or Course II (Elementary Chemistry) -is required _in ·the
third year of the General Course.
· ·
Five times a week throughout the year.
(To be given in I915-1916.)
II ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY
This course is designed for thos~ beginning the subject. At l_eas-t- two
years of mathematics are _required before the stud~nt niay register· for this
course. The experimental method is followed, and stttdents- are, taught to
generalize from particular experiments wh_ich th~y ·themselves perfo~.
The course is d_e signed to give a thorough knowledg~ of ·- the fundan;iental
laws of chemistry. Three recitations are . held each week, and two double
periods of eighty minutes each are devoted to laboratory work.
_
Hessler and Smith's Essentials of Chemistry is 'used· as text-book. ,
This course or _Course . I (Elementary Physics} · is· required in _the
third year of the General Course.
Five times a week throughout the year.
•.
COURSE

CoURSE

III

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY

Dryer's Lessons in 'Physical Geography is used as text-book.
Required of all first year Academy · students.
Five times . a week; second semester.
·

IV . ELEMENTARY ASTRONOMY
·Howe's Descriptive Astrqnomy is used as text-book.·.. ' This ·c ourse
embraces · the elements . of the subject. An excellent E. -Knaus {WiesCOURSE

. .

-

"
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baden) telescope is a valuable part of the equipment for outdoor astro-

nomical work.

· Elective course in the Academy.
Twice a week throughout the year.

CotmSE

V

PHYSIOLOGY AND

H "irGIENE

Blaisdell's Life and Health is used as text-book.
use is made of the skeleton, charts, microscope~, etc.
Required ·of all first year Academy students.
Five times a week, first semester. ,

In this course free
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THE SCHO-C)L o · F ·'M U-SIC

_.

· Rollins College has _f~om the first devote·d _s·p ecial ~ttenfion
· to. the art of -m usic. · It main~ains the highest standards,. and e~ploys the best~train~d and most .efficient .teachers. to be f.o und ;
and · makes constant' use of . musi<; as an ..impl~ment of intellectual
and aesthetic culture.
·
It 1s the aim of ·th~ School of Music to produce intelligent
musicians in the different branches .of the a·r t.
. It is a mistake to s~ppose that music alone -can prqvide an · ·..
adequate education; there is needed a greater breadth of culfure than music can give. It · is ther.efore greatly to the aJ~van- ·
. tage of students in this field to pursue •their studies iti a .- school
of music which is an integral part ' of a coilege. At Rollins .. the
pupil ·breathes a~ atmosphere of culture, and is en~uraged _to
take up literary, historical, and scientific·_· work_, by which · the
mind is strengthened and the char.a cter .developed.
..
.
Recitals are given once a month, in which ·those pupils ·com- ....
petent to do so take. part. The aim of these recitc;lls is·-riot <;>nly ..
to give the students practice in ,playing .b efore others, but also
to help them to a better unde.r standing. and .appreciation. of music. ·
Not less important than ihe r _e gular lesson is· the opport.unity ·of
hearing music rendered artistically. To afford ·students this op- .
portunity, recitals are given during the· year by the best artists ·
that can be secured.
·
·
Music Hall, adjoining the campus,: has a number of · practice .rooms ·with instruments. The auditorium ~onta-i ns a .$5,ooo ·pipe ·
organ and a Mason &· Hamlin e:r~~d· -piano.. whi~h are used · at ..
daily prayers, as well as at public -rehears~ls and concerts, and in
the work of instruction; · A .chorus class exists .for the ·study of . ·
the best choruses and oratori9s·; its work · is· sh<;>wn ·to. the public_·
in several concerts given · during the year. ·. Special drill is gtven
in accompaniment and ensemble work, .if desired·. There are also
an orchestra and glee chm both for men and women ~n connection
with the School of · Music.
55
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Pupils who are taking a fuU course in the School of Music
may elect any single study in the College or Academy-as a n:iod- .
ern language, or English-without extra charge.
·.
Class instructjon, both in the elements of sight singing and .
in the proper rendition of hymns, is ·open to all students of the ·
college .free of charge.
..
·
Candidates for graduation from the School of Music must
present a certificate of having completed the course in some -approved high s~hool or its equivalent.
.
All students pursuing a regul~r course iri the school of _
Music rr.iust sele~_t a Major study and several Minors, as follows:
MAJOR IN PIANO

.

Piano, Voice or Violin or Organ ( Courses I and II), Har:..
many, Counterpoint, Theory, and Hi~tory.
MATOR IN VoICE

Voice, Piano (Courses I, II and III), Harmony; Counterpoint, Theory, and History.
MAJOR IN VIOLIN

Violin, Piano (Courses I, II and III}, · Harmony, Counterpoint, Theory, and History.
MA.TOR IN ORGAN

Organ, Piano (Courses I, II and III), Harmony, .Counter--·
point, -The~ry, and History. ·
_
A · diploma is granted upon the satisfactory · completion of
any one of the f·o regoing group of studies.
_
Those students who are unable _to take a regular course may
be admitted to special work· with the _permission of the Faculty.
The following courses of instruction are offered, subj~ct to ·m odifications, at the discretion of the Faculty, to meet the immediate
·needs of the students.
.
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COURSES OF STUDY
FIANO

I
. Easy studies in the form of pieces ; scales.

COURSE

COURSE

{I

Technical exercises; scales; easy Sonatinas of Clementi, .Bach and
modern composers; Bach's Short Preludes and Fugues:
III
Bach"s Two-Part Inventions; easier Sonatas of H~ydn, Mozart and
others.
COURSE

IV
Bach"s Three-Part Inventions; more difficult compositions of Beethoven, Mozart, Chopin and modern composers.
COURSE

V
Bach's Well-Tempered Oavichord; Sonatas by Beethoven; selections
· from works of Schumann, Chopin, Liszt, and others; concertos by Hummel, Mendelssohn, Weber, and other masters.
CoURSE

VOICE CULTURE

True cultivation of the voice means . the development of
pure tone--clear, full and resonant-and its .natural and effective '
use in singing. Not only do we aim at a healthful and skillful .
management of the breath, correctness of phrasing, attack, legato
and intonation, and pronunciation, but . to realize a_ higher ideal
in all that is implied in the broad term "interpretation,,, a musicianly style of singing, and a thorough appreciation of the best
works of the great masters, both old and new.
No one method-like that of the Italians or of the Ger~ans
-is used exclusively, but the best features of all methods are
adopted, and used according to the individual needs and · wants
of the pupil.
COURSE

I

Lessons in breathing; emission of voice in tone production; diatonic
scale in slow movement ; sight reading, easy studies, ~d ·solfeggios.
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II
Study · of major and minor intervals ; major and minor · scales and
arpeggio~; chromatic scale in slow movement; legato and staccato exer-.
cises; sight reading; progressive studies and solfeggios; easy . songs and
ballads.
COURSE

III
Major, minor and chromatic sales in more rapid movement; arpeg-gios; sostenuto; phrasing·; more difficult studies and solfeggios; sight
reading ; songs from classic writers.
COURSE

COURSE

IV

Study of scales and. arpeggios continued; advanced studies and solfeg-gios; phrasing; sight reading; songs from the German, . Fren<:h and Italian
composers; recitative and aria from oratorio and opera.
ORGAN

Pupils can~ot be given instr.uctiori on the organ till such _·
knowledge of ~he piano£ orte has been acq~ired as wil~ insure ·
~atisfactory progress on that more complex instrument, the organ . .
This demands at least two years of piano study, here or elsewhere.
The aim of . this department is to fit pupils for holding church
positions. The large~ org~n belonging · to the college, and the
smaller but very effective instrument recently installed in the Congr·e ~ational Church, are at the service of pupils both for instruc ,
tion and practice.
I
Clemens's Organ School, or Stainer's Organ Primer; easy trios by
Rheii:iherger and ·others; Clemen$'s Pedal Studies; Hymn Playing.
COURSE

COURSE

II

Easier Chorals of ·B ach and others; Nilson~s Pedal Studies; Bach's:
Little Preludes and Fugues; sight reading of hymns and other ordinary.
church music; simple pieces .
. COURSE

III

Bach's Preludes and Fugues ; selections from the best composers for
organ, such as Guilmant, Lemare, D 'ubois, Hollins, Rheinberger, and others~

THE· SCHOOL OF ·_M USIC
VIOLIN

.
The violin is the instrume~t best . adapted -to_th~- cultivation ·.
of the ear; the study ·and interpretation of phrasing; . and· th.e -de-· .
- velopment .- of ·$kill _and-_ grace in renditi_o n; . .
.
_ _
· Instruction in the :violin· is given, . and a class in. ensemble . ·
playing ·has heen formed, which all students of t~e· ·violiri are . ad-:--·
vised to· eriter.
··
· ·· ·
COURSE

.- .. .

r

I

Studies by Gruenberg, Hermann, Meerto, . Wohlfahrt._
Dancla, Bohm, Daube, Gabriel-Marie, Haydn, Fairchild,_ etc.

II
Studies by Wohlfahrt, __Kayser, Dancla, Pleyel, Pieces·:··by Godard - ·_...
Corelli, Bach, Haydn, Martini. Special exercises for good full tone pro- .
· duction.
COURSE

.

III
StQdies by . l::Iermann, Dont, Mazas, Kreutzer. Special - - bowing. ·e~~rcises and scales. -Pieces l>y Ries, de Beri,o.~, Sitt Raff, Grieg,. ·simon, . ,A.c ···
colay.

COURSE

COURSE

IV .

Studies by . Fiorillo, Rode, Gavinos. . . Exercises .d' Artiste .of .I?e . Beriot,.
W einiawski, Carl Flesche. . · Concertos and pieces by- · de .Beri~t, . V:iotti,
Ba~h, Saint Saens, · Bruch, Mendelssohn.

'

HARMONY

T _h is course covers two year·s and aims to gi°ve- the- student aworking . knowledge of moderb. harmony. Heac.~x!s _!J,lementaiy
Harmony and Chadwick's Harfnony _are used as ·text-books. .·..
·couRSE I

Scales; major .and minor ·intervals; triads .; harmonization·. of · given
basses and melodies .; dominant .and diminished · sevenths:; si~ple ·m odulation~

· ·-·
,-

II
Secondary seventl_ts ; chords of the ninth, etc.·;. .c hromatically .altered - · .
and augmented _c hords; suspen$ions; ornamental tones; advanced modu-. ·
_lation ; orgall-point ;_ original w~rk_.
·

. COURSE

•

..-
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COUNTERPOINT

This course covers ·one semester of work in simple counter-·point and is · required .of students wishing to graduate. Leh-···
mann's Simple Counterpoint is used as text-book.
THEORY AND MUSICAL HI.STORY

-Instruction in the Theory and History of Music 1s given,
which all students following a · regular · course in music are _
re.quired to-take. ·Etson's Theory of .Music and Dickinson's His_tory of M.usic .are used as text-books.
EAR TRAINING

This one-year course is designed to develop and quicken_the
.musical perception. The work requires the .c onstant attention of
the ear.. ?eacox's Ear Training is use<:I as text-book.
·
FIRST SE.KESTER

Exercises based upon the diatonic major scales ; notation · studies in ..
-rhythm, motives, phrases; the minor scale; chromatic passages; modula.tion, and the period.
.:SECOND SEMESTER

M us_ic in two or more parts, writing and thinking them at once.

THE _, SCHOOL O:f EXPRESSION _·~··
T h ~ of the School of E:x;pression is both edu.c ative and
it cultivates· imagin~tjon ·and intelligence . . The aim:- is.
· to develop the originality : of the student ; not to impos.e cert~in
fixed conceptions of character, but to lead ·the ..sf~dent ·to gain
. the correct ·conc·e ption .for himself ; to care£ ully ~scertain the
needs ·0£ the ·- individual and direct the work toward bringing . out · ..
· the best. results of which-. eac~ -student - - is capable; to. remove all
physical handic~ps in the w·ay · of · a per£ ect ·.- voi<;e, -_d iction. and :manner.· It enables ·the -student to ·find his proper place and r·3;nk _,
as a Reader,' to· test his .-p ower~ in all ·modes· of dramatic _. expres-:- .
sion, .and to .train his imagination · to be in sympathy with ·the
joy and pathos, heights: and:_ 'depths_ of_ th-at humanity he i$ to
interpret. The training: .in this .D ·e partment is especially intended
for those who are expecting to teach either_ E~pression or English; those who are intending to enter the ministry, to become . ·.
· lawyer·~, or ·to . ta~e up ~ny of the forµis ·o~ .puql1c .speaking, and
those who are seeking
ed~cation of general culture.
~. Candidates· for graduation .m ust pres,e tit satisfactory evidence
of hav_ing completed . . the .c ourse in some approv_e ~· high school or ·.: . ·.
its .equivalent.
. .
.
.
·
· Besides the completion of the scheduled work in Expression,
the student must. give evide.n ce . of a •,: developed-_··imagination, .
dramatic · sense, and. exhibit a certain skill in technique, ~l;>ef ore . a
diploma will be given.
·
·
·

~

an

a ·-

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION. ·
1 VOICE . BUILDING
Special ~ttention .is paid to breathing, tone placing, ·articulation; the
development of vocal eriergy, and to all -the ~ommon, . defects of. speec.h .
The aim is to acquire a _pure tone, strength anq flexibility 9£ the voice,
and a natural, . easy manrier of r~ading or speaking from ·the : platform.
Exercises are given to eliminate cqnstrictions in ·th~ throat, tongUe, jaw,
and lips ; to overcome manneris~s and nasal or throaty constructions of
the voice, and to increase and proper~y place the tone.
·
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COURSE

II

PLATFORM MANNER - AND GESTURE

The aim of this course is to make the body the perfect servant of
the will and to free· it from awkwardness and self-consciousness. Special
attention is given to dramatic, action, and to training for. physical response
to- sensation, thought and emotion.
· Short pantomimic scenes are performed and the actions are closely
criticised, with a view to establish graceful manner, ease of movement, to
make each movement accurate, adequate and definite. Pantomime is the
parest expression of emotion.
.
Life Study : The purpose· of this work is to teach observation and
reproduction by imitation of people in ,real life and to develop creative·
power as well. The student gradually learns to compose scenes from his
Q_Wn imagination, passing from imitation to suggestive and imaginative
-eomposition.
·
·
. COURSE

~II

LITERARY lN:r"ERPRETATION

There will be a wide reading of prose and poetry, with special atten. tion to emotional interpretation and principles of criticism. By · con~tant
reading aloud in class, faults of diction . and pronunciation are amended
and the habit of consulting the dictionary inculcated. Plays are rehearsed ·
for reading purposes only as exercises in dramatic delivery. Critical study
is made of two Shakespearean plays, one tragedy and one comedy, with
analysis of character, plot and incident; expressional reading of principal
•scenes. Characters are assigned to members of the class and scenes presented.
COURSE

IV

PUBLIC SPEAKING

This course is especially intended for students who desire - special
work in preparation for public speaking, so in addition to the vocal culture a comprehensive study of oratorical delivery is mad,e and the best
models of oratory are studied. ·
Debating: Study and principles _of argumentation; analysis of proposition and definition of terms; nature, kinds and tests of evidence; a study
of briefs and brief drawing; presentations of subjec--t-. matter; practical
debating upon live issues; study of parliamentary rules governing debate.
Extemporaneous Speaking: The principles underlying extemporaneous
speaking·; the preparation of outlines; topics will be assigned in advance,
and careful preparation of material required, but the address will be constructed when the student is face · to face with his audience. This course
also embraces impromptu speaking an<l story telling.
Students in this class enter the contest for · the gold medal, given
each year for the best original oration.
·
COURSE

V

PRESENTATION OF PLAYS

The student is here called upon in stage rehearsals to apply all his

THE SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
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knowledge in practical work. Many things in the w_ork of each pupil,
weak points and strong, that were not visible be"fore, now come to light,
and the capacity and need of each is more clearly shqwn .
. All members of the School of Expression · will be given frequent
opportunities to read at student recitals.
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T _H E SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS,
It is the aim of . t_h e School of Fine Art~ to · give its students
a thorough and practical knowledge of the . principles of art and
acquaintance with its literature. A three years' cours·e is offered,
which every stu4ent is earnestly advised to take, and at the satisfactory C(?mpletion of which a certificate is granted.
For those students ·w ho do not take the regular course,
special work is provided, which includes instruction in outline
wo~k, charcoal, pen and ink work, and painting in both oil and
water colors. An elementary· course_ is offered to the students
of the Academy.
.
The · Rollins Studios occupy a separate building, planned
and erected for the Fine Arts and Crafts ; they include three
well-equipped, airy rooms-the· main studio, a modeling-room
for work in clay, wax and plaster, and the workshop.
COURSES OF STUDY

I CHARCOAL WoRK
Still-life, casts_, figure, and landscape.

COURSE

II p AINTING
Oils and water-colors, still-Ii fe, landscape, portraiture, and niiniaturc.

COURSE

III MODELLING AND CASTING
From the antique, life, and original designs.

COURSE

COURSE

IV

ANATOMY., PERSPECTIVE, HISTORY OF

ART .

All students are required to take this course.

V COMPOSITION AND ILLUSTRATION
A sketch class, free to all students in the college, works out of doors
one afternoon a week, the neighboring lakes and drives furnishing unusual advantages for landscape work, in color or pencil.

COURSE

In connection with the other art courses -is offered a course ·
.
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of illustrated lectures on the History of Art and Architecture,
History of Ornament and Design, Methods of Work in Metals
and Wood, and the Study of the Masters.
The several- courses in :fine and Industrial Art are also arranged to accommodate the winter _residents who wish to take
such work _for a limited time. Many of these visitors in search
of health and rest are glad to occupy their time in taking up ·
some of the college work. The moderate charges made for these ·
short courses are jn proportion to the other charges ·of the
college.
All finished work will remain under the control of the
Faculty until the close of the school year~

SCHOOL OF

D0MEST.IC ·ANO

_1NpUsTR_IAL. A.R.Ts -.····. -·

The following courses are ·offen~d .i n .the School · of · Domestic and ·I:pdµstrial · Arts. · The work in ·n omestic -Arts is
carried on 1n Sparren ·. Cottage.
DOMESTIC ARTS
.COURSE

I

COOKING

Twelve complete individual outfits have been provided for the· cooking
class. One course in plain, and another in - advanced cooking, are . .conducted,. each meeting, weekly,- sp~cial · atten:tion being given . ~o the. conditions of· housekeeping in ~lorida, and . the artistic serving of -m eals . . '--'. ·

'.' .

II SEWING
.
.
In·· the sewing dass models are ma-de of ~sting, running, overhand- ·
ing, backstitching, hemming, French seaming~ .fellin·g , g~thering,-. the ~ak- _ .
ing of ·buttonholes ·and various kinds of darning ..and patching. ln addi- · .
tion to · the foregoirtg varieties of hand-work, instruction is given
the
use of the sewing .machine. This cpurse is prepar~tory to the course
· in drafting and dressmaking~
·
· ·
COURSE

in

COURSE

III

DRESSMAKING

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

..

The work in this department is · carried on in the . workshop . of 'thcf
Stud10.
'-OURSE

I . METAL

WORK

(a) Hammered, . pierced, and repous.se · work in• brass and copper;
trays, bowls; candlesticks, shades, and - desk ·sets. · · _ .
·
(b) . Jewelry :work and enamelittg, including · th~ maki°1:1-g · of simple
buckles, brooches, hatpins, etc.
II w OOD w ORK
Wood-carving and the ·- elementary use of carpente('s tools.

COURSE
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III LEATHER WORK
Tooling, modeling, cutwork, and applique.

COURSE

COURSE

IV

BASKETRY

.

The course in basketry consists -of twelve lessons, as follows:. (I)
single reed mats, (2) and (3) double reed~ in variously shaped baskets,
(4) triple weave, (5) and (6) reed and raffia in colored designs, (7) and
(8) cbiled raffia· baskets, colored de.s igns, (9) and (10) Florida grass bas~
kets, (11) and (12) braidil:lg in raffia and palmetto for hats .
. COURSE

V

HOME DECORATION

Weaving of fibre into pillow cases, rugs, etc., stenciling of curtains

and home furnishings.

·-

.

.

Course for Teachers ·

The Business School ·

-----

..
.

.

.

.

COU.R SE FOR TEACHERS.

it

Rollin~- ~olleg~ wi~hes· to do what
can to ·provide capable and w .e ll-trained· teachers for the public &chools~of Florida·. ' It.
is believed that the -best possible . preparation _for ·the
of
·. teaching is secured by- the taking ·of a college. course, supple-.
mented by studies in pedagogical. history, theory,: and method~
and that the minimum amount" of preparation ·required of ariy · -·
teacher in any sc~ool, city or rural, should ._be _a full high schoolor academy course. Students wh9 are preparing for the work
of teaching . are . there£ ore earnestly adyisecl ~to tak~ th:e full · .. _
~cademy course -..
least, and . the college course, if po$sible. · .. · __-:
Those who are ·unable to do this, however~ - will be received ·_· as special stud¢nts iri ·pedagogy, a~ at the . end of one _or more
yeq.rs of · successful -~·t udy will be · given a certificate stating the_·
ground covered-. and the degree of proficiency ~ttained. . . ·
;
Am_o ng the regular . _academy and college- cours_e s offered .at . ·
Rollins, there are •included _courses in psychology, the principles .· .
of education,, .-the history of education, sight -reading in' music·~ . ·
· and · school hygiene; which may be taken by ~~ose who are pre-· · ·
paring for school -work. Lectu.res are . also · given 9n various ·
points connected with school rµanage~ent by some _of the .most
successful teachers of the State. The classes of the Sub-Preparatory department furnish opportunity to ' students for · observation and practice~ -under Dean Enyart's .~irecti9n. .
· ·
Th~ ·college library contains a _large and ch9ic~ collection
.
of books, .covering every phase ·of educational.·. theory, history,
and method. ·
.
.
· A · two-:months Review Course for teachers . will be .. giv.e n
this year, as heretofore, during :Apr.ii and _M ay.
_-- · .
The object of this. course is to furnish the stu,dents of ·Rol- .lins -College and any others wl!o may _wish to take th·e ·J1;1ne_
examinafio·n for t~~hers an opportunity to review all the: studies
required · for first and second grade ce_r tificates-_C ivil -G overnment, ·Theory and -P ractice of Teachi~g, United States History,

work

a~
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Physiology, Political and Physical Geograph)', English ·- Gram-mar · and Composition~ Algebra, and Arithmetic-and· to drill
them in the most effective and approved methods of teaching.
The text-books used will be those prescribed by the State Board
of Education.
.
The course will be under the charge of Dean Enyart, who~
will be assisted by other members of -the college faculty.
Lectures and informal talks on various topics ·connected with
school management may be -expected from several successful
teachers of the· State.
. Members of this class may also~ take any other :work in the
College or Academy for which they may be fitted, without charge.
· ~eachers in the public schools of Florida, properly cer-- .
tified as such by county superintendents · or pri~cipals, will be ·
given free tuition and room rent for ·this Course; board , will be
furnished in the college dining hall, if desired, . at the rate .o f
$3.00 per week.

·1.

I

lv1EN,:s•GYMNASIUM CLASS

~

f

THE BUSINESS SCHOOL
Two courses of study are offered : (a) the Course in Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Co_m mercial Law, and (b) the Shorthand and Typewriting Course. · Students of average ability who
are willing to apply themselves_ assiduously may expect to complete either of these courses .in two years ; high school graduates
may be able to complete either course in a single year. Upon
satisfactory completion of a course a certificate is granted.
A complete banking and office equipment has been estab- .
lished in the rooms of the Business School, by mean~ of which
the students of the Commercial . Course ·are organized into a
business community. Actual business practice and theoretical
bookkeeping are combined. The air of the counting-room and
office rather than that of the schoolroom pr:evails.
·
An advanced ·course in p1gher accounti~g is offered during
the s~con~ year, in which the student is given a thorough training in American national banking~ corporation accounting, partnership settlemen:ts, the adjusting of deranged accounts, the
voucher system as applied to · mercantile· and ·. manufacturing
business, etc. Each student in bank accounting · is required to
fill £or a considerable length of time the position of discount
and collection clerk, correspondence clerk, clearinghouse clerk,
paying and receiving teller, individual bookkeeper, general book- .
keeper,. assistant cashier and cashier.
The Shorthand department is ·equipped with an ample supply of typewriting machines. A thorough drill in letter and
gene~al dictation talcen in· ~horthand and transcribed on the typewriter is given the second year.
.
Af, a preparation for the Business Course the student must
have had the courses of study of the Sub-Preparatory years of
Rollins Academy or their equivalent, namely,. English grammar, .
reading, writ_ing and spelling, arithmetic, geography, and Ameri-.
can history.
75
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COURSES OF STUDY
COURSE

I

BOOKKEEPING, ACCOUNTING AND COMMERCIAL LAW

Bookkeeping and Banking, Manufacturing, Jobbing and Commission, .
the Vouche:Fc System, Commercial Law, Business Correspondence; Essentials of Business Arithmetic, Orthography and Penmanship.
The elementary set in Bookkeeping illustrates a · general mercantile
business, conducted by a single proprietor. The cash, purchases, and
sale-books are used from the start, as well as the journal and the ledger.
This set applies the foundation principles of modern accountancy, and . __
presents a most interesting and thorough preliminary drill in bookkeep- ·
ing, and in accounts classified under the rules of accountancy.
,
The wholesale set illustrates a wholesale business, conducted by · a
partnership, and shows a specialized development of the principles of
accountancy as applied in a wholesale . business. · The cash, pur_c hases, .
sales, returned sales, sales rebates and allowances, insurance expense, . .
notes receivable, notes payable, -~ d other books are used, in connection .
with the general ledger and the sales ledger.------Incidentally, a vast amount
of detailed "information in regard to a wholesale business, primarily irr .
groceries, but also in other lines is given.
In the manufacturing set the books of a manufacturing concern, conducted by a corporation operating fully equipped works, are shown.
This set illustrates a complete cost system, based upon the most · recent
scientific methods for the·· distribution of expense costs ; also a complete
system of manufa~uring accounts with controlling accounts in the general
ledger for all manufacturing processes. The voucher system for purchase
accounts is ·u sed.
·
The commission set shows a commis-s ion business, _conducted by a:
corporation transacting business as a commission merchant and jobber.
This set is supplemented by an extensive series of drills in opening and
closing corporation books~ · The cash. jo1:1mal; account-sales register, and
other books with special rulings· are used.
·
The object of this course is to teach the student the prin.ciples of
bookkeeping and accounting, and the relation that exists between the
work of the bookkeep~r and that of the accountant. Since the accountant
must be a bookk_e eper before he can . be an accountant, we make the bookkeeping feature the ·strongest part of the course, but introduce the accounting feature at every opportunity. The student is taught the importance of ·
a correct record and accuracy, as well as the proper classification of ac- ·
counts.
·
II SHORTHAND AND TY?JtWRITING
Isaac Pit-man Shorthand, Touch System of Typewriting, English Correspo'n dence and Orthography.
To obtain a passing .g rade in Shorthand and Typewriting students will
be required to reach the following standarcls:
:
COURSE

THE .BUSINESS SCHOOL

. 1T

.
In Shorthand, one hundred (100) words a Il_linute· for three ·consecu- ·- rives minutes, correctly written.
·
In Typewriting, sixty (6o) words a minute fox three consecutive minutes, correctly written.

18
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SPECIAL COURSES FOR SPANISH·
SPEAKIN-G STUD-ENTS
Special courses have been organized, to teach Spanish-speak-·
ing students the English language. as quickly and thoroughly as
possible. In Courses I, II, and III, no Spanish is spoken in the
class-room. As soon as the . Spanish-speaking students are prepared to do so, they enter the regular classes.
COURSE

I

BEGINNING ENGLISH

Object-lessons, conversation, reading and dictation, elementary work ·
in grammar, and drill in writing.

II ADVANCED ENGLISH
Reading and d _ictation, conversation, grammar and composition.

CoURSE

III ARITHMETIC
This course includes special drill in the reading of problems.

COURSE

-

CoURSE

IV

.

TRANSLATION

.

English into Spanish, and Spanish into English..
NOTE-Each course is giyen five times a week throughout the year.

EXPENSES
The school year of 1915-16 will begin September 29 and
will end May 25. T}:ie cost of board, room tuition will be $244
in the C?llege and $224 in the Academy · or Business .School
except for those W!}O- room ii:i Chase Hall. The very low cost
of education at Rollins is ·not due to lack of equipment, or in- ·
f erior quality of_ instruction · afforded but to the income provi.4 ed by the Endown1ent Fund and by the genero~s gifts of
the friends of the institution.
The year is divided into t,vo semesters of four months
each.
Each student niay ha""'C a sepa.r ate roo11i., and no extra
charge 'l. ill be made for rooming alone.
The following are the charges · for each semester of four .· -..
months, in the several departments:
. COLLEGE
Board, room and tmtton -------------------------------~...:--·~:_ ___ $122.00
Table Board -------·---------------------.:...------ - ---------~---- --- 75.00
Room rent ------------------------------· · -------------------- · _. ·17.00
Tuition --------------------------------------------------------- 30.00

ACADEMY AND BUSI

ESS SCHOOL

Board, room, and tuition ------------------------~------_:--~-----$II2.oo
Table board ---------------------------------------------------- 75.()()
Ro?!ll rent -----------·- -------------- · -------------------------- 17.()()
Tu1tton ----~---------------------------------------------------- · 20.00
Use of typewriter or adding machine, one period daily____________
5.00

Each additional period ----------------------------------------- . 2.ex>

SCHOOL OF M{JtSIC
Piano, 40-minute lessons twice a ~ eek in classes----------~--------$ 20.00
Pipe organ 40-minute lessons twice a week in classes _________ _:___ 20.00
Voice culture, 40-minute lessons twice a week in classes----~----- 20.00
Violin, 40-minute lessons twice a week in classe ------------------ 20.00
Half-hour private lessons twice a week; any of the above_________ 25.00
7~
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Half-hour· private lessons, once a week, any of the above _________ _
Single lessons, each -------------------------------------------Harmony and Counterpoint, ea,ch -------------------------------History, Theory, and Ear-training, each ------------------------Use of piano for practice, one period daily _______________________ _
Each additional period ---------------------------------------Use of pipe organ for practice, one period daily, with electric
blower---------------------------------------------------Each additional period ---------------..------------------------Single hour --------------------------------------------------

15.00

I.CX>

7.50
5.00
5.00
2.50

15.00
10.00

.25

SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
Charcoal Work
Three lessons per week ______________________________________ $
Painting
Three lessons per week-------------------------------~-----Miniature Painting ______ · ,.. __________ · -------------------------Modeling
Three lessons per week______________________________________
Elementary Course in Drawing
One lesson per week, with two pra tice periods_______________
Sketch Class ------------------------------------------- _________

20.00
20.00
20.00

.
20.00

6.oo
Free

SCHOOL OF DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Cooking, twenty-four lessons ---------------------------------·---$
Sewing, twelve lessons ______________ _:- -------------------------Dressmaking, twelve lessons______________________________________
Metal Work--------------------------------------------------Wood Work--------------------- . -----------------------------Leather Work ------------------------------- ------------------Basketry, twelve lessons ----------------------------------------Home Decoration ----------------------------------------------Architectural and · Mecnanical . Drawing___________________________

10.00
10.00
10.00

10.00
10.00
10.00

6.oo
10.00
10.00

. Lessons in Cooking and Sewing are free to those who are enrolled in
other departments.

SCHOOL OF EXPRESSIO
Hour lessons twice a week---------------------------------------$
Half-hour lessons twice a week__________________________________

40.00
20.00

SPECIAL COURSES FOR SPANISH-SPEAKING STUDE TS
Per semester

--------:.- -----------------------:-------------------$

25 .00

EXPENSES
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DIPLOMAS .AND CERTIFICATES
Baccalaureate Diploma _________ _..______ _: _______________ :._ __ .:_ __ _:,:--$
C~rtifi.cate of graduation from. the Academy, Schools of Music, Expression, and Fine Arts, or Business Sch9ol ----- ------.------~-

5

oo

2

.so

"\

·

, EXTRAS
An extra charge of twelve dollars per semester wilt" be· made for rooms
in Chase Hall.
·
·
.
·
A laboratory charg.e of fiye dqllars is made in · Chemistry .c lasses, and
of three d-0llars in Physics_classes. . . · ·
.
· ,_
A · gymnasium s1.;1it should. be pro'v ided, at _a - cost of from $4.50 to 5.50.
A charge of thr_e·e dollars. per semester for each 16-candle power lamp
is _made eac~ student to cover the cost of electric lights.
·
.
· A deposit of $Io must be made by the student at the · time of his
registration. From this amount $2 will be deducted for the · use . 6£ the
gymnasium,· boat-ho.use, tennis c_o ~rts, and athletic field. · The- remainder
will be refunded at the close Qf the year, less any library or other ·fines, or
·charges for qamages to the prope_rty of the college,. which may oe 'assessed.
If a student· remains at the college during . all or part of · the Christmas holi_d ays, he will -be expected to , pay for board_and- room at the_ rate
of one dollar a day. ·
.
.
With the exception of -the cost -of laun_dry, f-rom one to two dolla_rs
a month," and · text-books, ·the above covers all necessary · expe1ises.
SCHOLARSHIPS AND SPE~lAL FUNDS

...

The following perpetual Scholai-s1!ips have been • established ··
by the · payment of $1,000 each. The income of these scholar- ·
ships will be assigned to _stu~ents ·w ho_are distinguished f o_r high
character a~d diligence in study, · an~ · whos~ circumsta~ces may ·. . .
require it.
_
·
·
_. . ·· '
·
· ·. .·
1.
THE . CHASE - ScHOJ;..ARSHIP given by Mr. Loring Augus- · · ·
tus Chase· of · Chicago, ,Illinois, and Winter Park, one of the
founders of the town· of Winter Park. .Mr. CQase is , since· deceased.
2..
THE HALL SCHOLARSHIP, given by. Mr. atid Mrs. ~·charles
_
Henry Hall of Evansto~, Illinois, ·.and M -~itl~nd •. Mr. .and -Mrs. '. · .
·Hall are. since- deceased. ·
3~ Ttt-E -MARK SCHOLARSHIP, - given •. by Mr. and Mrs ..
(;har:les LeRoy Mark of Fredonia,," New York, and ·W inter Park.
Mr. Mark is since deceased.

.
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4.

THE ScoTT SCHOLARSHIP, given by Mr. and Mrs. John

F. Scott of Pittsburgh, Penn.
5. THE BURLEIGH SCHOLARSHIP, given by 1\/Irs. Matilda
~urleigh of South Berwick, Maine. Mrs. Burleigh is since deceased.
6. THE BANQUET SCHOLARSHIP, raised by the Faculty and
students of Rollins College during the years 1903-1905, in grateful recognition of the gift to the College of $50,000 by Dr. D.
K. Pearsons of Chicago, Ill., and the raising of the Endowment
Fund. This is an Honor Scholarship, and is assigned · by the
Faculty to the student, preferably of the Sophomore class, who
is deemed most worthy.
7. THE ANGIER Sc·HoLAR~HIP, given by Mr. A. E. Angier
of Boston, Mass., and available for young men only. l\1r. Angier
is since deceased.
8. THE WYETH SCHOLARSHIP, given by l\irs. N. J. Wyeth
and . Mes rs. Harry B. Wyeth, John H. Wyeth, Jr., and George
A. Wyeth in memory of their husband and father, John H.
Wyeth· for many years a member of the Executive and Investment Committees of the Board of Trustees of Rollins College.
9. THE PALM.ER SCHOLARSHIP, given by the trustees of
the Francis Asbury Palmer Fund in memory of Mr. Palmer.
10. THE DuvAL SCHOLARSHIP, amounting to $1,500, given
by the f ollow_ing donors, mostly in Jacksonville, and available for
a graduate of the Duval High School: J . .W. Archibald, E. P. •
Axtell, Hon.
. P. Bryan, Cqons & Golden, R. V. Covington, H.
and W. B. Drew Co., Col. E. C. Long, Mrs. E. J. 1\1:cDuff, J. R.
Parrot~, E. P. Richardson, C. B. Rogers, Charles P. Sumner, ·
Union Gongregat=onal Church, Edwin S. Webster of Boston, and
Lorenzo A. Wilson.
11. Two RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS are offered by the Rhodes
Trust, under the provisions of the will of the late Cecil Rhodes,
to the College men of Florida, in Oxford University, England.
These sch9larships are good for three years, and pay an annual
stipend of approximately $r,500. They afford an excellent opportunity to pursue courses of study in the arts, sci~nces, law,
or theology, or in preparation for subsequent medical studies, in
one of the most venerable and famous of universities, and to
travel extensively in Europe.

..:

EXPEtJSES
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The income of the ELIZA WoRTHINGTON Fu o of $1,000,
created by the Hon. Augustus Storrs Worthingto·n of Washington, D. C., and Mrs. Lucy Worthi_n gton Blackman of Winter
Park, in memory of their mother, is devoted to the maintenance
of the Department of Domestic Arts.
~HE HARMON LOAN FUND; given by Mr. w.. E. Harmon
of New York, is loaned t_o students of high character under co.nditions which may be learned by inquiry ·at t~e Treasurer's office.
In order to show their interest in the w.ork of our Florida
High Schools and to encourage the graduates of these schools
to pursue .a college course, and to do this within -the State, the
Trustees of Rollins College have. decided to offer for the present
free tuition to all graduates of such Florida High Schools as
maintain a satisfactory four-year cour~e. In case any such student is not fully prepared to enter the freshman class at the
College, he may complete his · preparatory work in the Acade1ny
without charge for tuition. Students availing · themselves of ,
this opportunity ·will -be expected to present testimonials of high
character and good ability from the principals of ·the schools
in \.vhich they have studied. This offer is made only to the
High Schools of thi State.
TE;RM BILLS

Term bills must be paid at the commencement of each semester·. The money should be remitted to "Rollins College ' by
New York draft, or postal order payable in Winter Park, Fla.
When . :Stttdents leave before the close of the semester, no deduction will be made for. tuition or room r.ent, a;nd no reduction
for bo.ard for a period of less than four weeks. In case of
absence from the . cpllege di-tring the semester due to illness or
other course, no deduction will be 1nade for tu,ition or room ren.t,
and none for board for a less period than two weeks.
All persons boarding in the institution are required to bring --two pairs o~ sheets, _two pillo\.v-cases, two blankets, a comforter,
towels, table-napkins, and a napkin-ring. All rooms are pro- ·
vided with single beds.
The rooms furnished to students by the college are com-
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£ortable and attractive, -and the board abundant and wholesom~;
those, however, who prefer to do ·so, may ·find homes with ap- _
proved families in the village, by special _ permission of the
Faculty.
TRANSPORTATION

Winter Park is easy of access, as it is situated on both the
Atlantic Coast Line and the Seaboard Air Line railways.
VACATIONS AND HOLIDAYS

There are usually short recesses at Thanksgiving · and at
the holi9ay season. The coming year the holiday recess w~Il
begin Thursday, · December 23, 1915, at noon, and end Monday,
January 3, 1916, at 7 :30 p. m.
Parent~ a_nd · guardians are earnestly requested not to ask ·
permission for their children to absent themselves during -term
time unless absolutely necessary. When students are thus bsent they will. be required, unless especially excused, to make_ 'u,p
privately each recitation missed; and to pay a fee of fifty cents
for _each such private recitation a~d one dollar for each examination.
.
It is very important that all students should be ·present .at
the commencement of the semester~
FORMS OF BEQUEST
(?ENERAL BEQUEST

I give, bequeath and devise to- Rollins College, a Florida corporation,
of Winter Park, Orange County, Florida,- the sum of
·
----- Dollars, '
for the use and _benefit of the said col!ege.

---------------------------------------------~----------.
l3EQUEST FOR PROFESSORSHIP OR . SCHOLARSHIP

I give, bequeath and devise to Rollins College, a Florida corporation,
of Winter Park, Orange County, Florida, the sum of
.
----------- ------------------- _-------------------------------- Dollars,
to be invested and called the ------------------------------------------Professorship ( or Scholarship).
Twenty-five thousand dollars will endow a . professorship ~nd fifteen
hu·n dred dollars a scholarsb.ip.
·

..

..

.

List Of Studeiits · _; ..
.

.
.

.·.

'

6

...

,.

·'

...

,•

..

.' ' .

LIST OF ·sTUDENTS

THE COLLEGE

SENIOR CLASS
Bellows, Annie Celestia· __________·___________ _: ________ ~-----~-~~Orl~do .
Marvin, Do.n ald Mitchell __ _: ______ .,:.;.. _______________
: ~.:.:.. ___ nu Pont, Del.

JUNIOR CLASS .
Clark, Geraldtne ________ _:__-: ______ _::_.:.. __ ~---.:.--.~-~------,:·___:--.:...,_Inven1:es$
Funk, _Anna Florence ----------~--~-------.;;.--:------,-----.- -~---Key- West

SOPHOMORE CLASS
Freeman, Stella FlOrence . --------------------------------·-----N~catee ·
Moreman, .Elenor May _________________________ ,;_ __ ~ ___ .___,.; ___:..Maitland
Thoren, Paul Lloyd~----.;;.----------:---~---~------~---~---·B arringt~n, Ill.

FRESHMAN- CLASS

Conaway, Mary Louise ------~~------------:------------Fairmont, W. Va.
Edwards, Idabel ---------..:.-:-_- ------- ---------~--~-------:----Oberlin, 0. ··
F ordha~ Daniel Henry ________ ..:, ___·-------:-----------Greenport.,· N. 'X: ··
Greene; Raymond W ood________ .:_ ________ ~------~--~~~-Oak Lawn, R. L ·
Hanna, ..t\_lfred Jackson ___________ .,:. ___________
. -~-~--------------Tampa
87
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Jacobson, Ralph ------------------------------------------- ·----Palatka
Muriel, Sara Evans -------------------------------~----:--~--Jacksonville
N eininger, Leada Louise ---------------------------------Bridgeport, 0.
Noxon; James Isaac ___________________________.____________ Auburndale
Pearce, Mildred Lewis --------------------==-----~---------------Palatka
Russell, Elizabeth ____________________________·______________ Fort Pierce
Shaw, Benjamin Chandler ________ :_______________________ Ormond Beach
Stone, Annie Catherine --------------~---------------------Winter Park

COLLEGE SPECIAL
Davis, Gayle ------------------------ ·. _______________________ Orlando
Isaacson, Ruth Anna Marie _________________ -:_ _________________ Qrlando
Johnson, Dorothy Strong -------------~----------:--------------Or~ando
McQuaters, Edwin Arthur ______________________________.______ Orlando
Mizell, William McKinley _________________ . ;. _______________ Punta Gorda
Nuckolls, Pauline -------------------------------------------:--Orlando
Pellerin-, Sadie Sawyer -------------------------------------1 acksonville
Searle, Hai:-old Sinclair .:..---------~---------------------Worcester, Mass.
Smith, Katharine Cranford ----------------------------Montclair, N. J.
Tilden, Clarence Gazelle _______ ;_ _____ :_ __________________ Winter Garden
Warlow, -Helen ----------------------------~-------------------Orlando
Yancey, Sara Williams -------------------- · -------------------Orlando

THE ACADEMY
FOURTH YEAR
Darrow, Richar4 Gordon -----------------------------------Okeechobee-:
Doggett, Katherine Young -----------------------Clemson College, -S ~ C ..
Foley, John Sherwood --~----------------------------Charlevoix, · Mich. ·
Hill, James Harold ____________________________________________ Maitland
Hutchinson, Robert --------------------------------New Bedford, Mass.

LIST O.F ST-U DENTS
·- Mallory, Francis Bolton __-__ _: ____ ;;. ____-____ _-~ _____ .,:. __ :__: ____ '3atavia:~ ·1n.
Rose, Edgar William _;_.:.., __ .:,_.:., __________ _:_ __ .:....:. __ _-___ _:_.:_ ___________ Lockhart
Shaw, .Matgaret Matilda -:...-----------~---~---.::--:-'--~~~--Ormo~d Beach
Stone, Florence Mercedes ---"."'--------------------~-~----Winter P _a rk
Stone, William Ernest ---.... ----------.----·- -------~----___ _: ___ Winter Park
W ~Iker;- Be~ram Keener · _-_:__:____ ~ ___________;_._____ .,: ________ _: ___ Qrlando

..

-

THIRD YEAR
-

.

..

.

.

B.arbou~, Gerala.ine Dorothy __________ .,.. _______ _: ___ ~---Chelmsford, Mass
Froemke, Gerald Wil~iam _______________ .,.. _______ _:_ _____ ~-... Sheldon, N. D~
Galloway, Edna Louise ________ ;... __________ :-______ .;_ __ _.__ ~-------Maitlan.d

-

Giddings, William Werrier -------~---------..: ___ ..::·..: ____ ..;~.,..-Madison, Wis.
Lape, Ralph Henry - ·- ·- ---~-~---------------·---..:---~---_..:_·_~ __:sa1em, O.
Martin, Walter Ray ------------~-._--~-----·_________ :_ ___·~ Winter Have:11
Matlack,· M~rion Brooks _____ _:. _____________________ ~-----.:..·- ~--Sorrent~
Sherman, Charles Daniel --------------------------:-:.:.. ... _.:. __ Castile,. N. Y. ·.

SECOND. YEAR
Barze, Ellen Ruth _..:. _______ -:--~·________________ :_ _____ :_ ____ -:-:-Winter.- Park

Betts > Thomas Richard --------~----,--------~---------.:-...,...
-P• ark
.
;
., Winter
'
Campbell, ·H erbert ----:----------..: ______-__._____--------:------Winter · ~ark
Doggett, .A.lleihe Eliot _:_.:.-;.._-:--·- ---~----------..:.-----Cl~mson College, _S. c~
· Doudney, Sanford Fry .:.._.:..--_- ------------~---~----~---~---~------Geneva
·Doyie, Katherine. Elizabeth ·______ _; __________ :._ ____ -:-----~--.;.. ·~,·infer ·Park
Froemke, Maynard Carroll ..:.---:----~----------------·~-:..._ _ _.5b:eldon, N. D.
Gates, Katherine Maxwell __._:_ __._______________ .:-..;.~-----·- -..:Winter Haven
Guiteras, Edith Marian ___-_______ :._ ___ ~ ____ .:..:.. ___ "!"--_.:._ :..""!'.,.. __ Matanzas, · Cuba
Hµnter, William James ____________________ .;.. __ .:_ ____ .:,;_~---... ~Winter Park
L~e, · Randolph Albe~ ---------~----~-----.:..--•- · ______ Minneapolis, ¥inn.
Le~s, Leon Demarest.:.. ___________:.._-_,...·_·. -~--~"'.'"-------------St. Peter~bu~g
· LeBean, Or.lie Henry -----~ ... --~---·· _______ ..: __ -:---~---:_ __ Blairstown, Iowa
Mansfield, Harrjet Louise ___ .:. ____ ~--"!"---------------Fond du Lac, Wis. · ·

... ,

,-

.
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Mansfield, Herbert Stanley __________-________________ Fond du Lac, Wis.
Perry, Charles Calbert -----------------------------------------Orlando
Peschmann, Elizabeth Susanna ----------------------------Winter Park
Powers, Rose MacMaster ---.-------------------------------Winter Park
Trevillion, Harry Rodman ------------------------~--------Winter Park
Waddell, Fran~es Marian -------------~-------------------Winter -Park
Ward, Frederick Harris ------------------".'"---------------Winter Park
Wesseler, Trillis Esther_---------------------Victoria de las Tunas, Cuba·

. FIRST YEAR
Allen, James Marshall ____________________________ Clinton Corners, N. Y.
Barbour, Antoinette Olin ___________________________ Chelmsford, Mass.
Bean, Gladys Winifred· -----------------------~-------------------Tampa
Betts, Katherine Frances -----------------------------------Winter Park
Coates, Katherine _______________ ..:, ______________ ..,; ___ :._ ______ Winter Park
Dancy, Marshall -----~------~-----------------------------Geneva, Ala. ·
Foley, Isabel _________________________________________ Charlevoix, Mich.
Gregory, Frederick Doniv an _________________________ _: ___ Winter Garden
Harris, Percy Joseph ____ ;.. ________________________________ Winter Park
Heydrick, Oswaldo Rouvier --:-------------------------------Paris, France
Holiday, Minnie -----------------------------------~-----------Sanford
Kimbal, Dorothy May -------------------------------------Toledo, 0.
McKay~ John ·creighton _______________-_..;. _____________________ :_Orlando
Mann, Loren Tracey --------~-------------------------------...:Lakeland
Musselwhite, Joseph Mizell ______________ _: ______ .;.. _______________ Orlando
- Relis, Harry ----------------------------------------------Winter Park
Rose, Ethel Lillian _______ .:.. ____________________________________ Lockhart
Siewert, Elsa Margaret ___________ _: _____________ -:--~-------Winter Park
Waddell, Winnie Roberta ---------------------------------Winter Park
SPECIAL ACADEMY
Barbour, Geraldine Dorothy _____ _; ___________________ Chelmsford,. Mass.
Guild, George Edward ------~-----------------------New Haven, Conn.

LIST OF .STUDa:t{TS
· Huntsman, Byron Lee - _:_ ___ _: _____._____:.. ________ ..:, __ ;:.~--- -----Jlristol, · Va ..
Prange~ Carl Ar.dolph __.;_ __ .;. _______ .:_ _____ -_ __ .., ________
ackso~ville

~.,;.;.·_~---J

Roberts, ·· Georg~ -'Bisson -------------~-----------~---..:--~--Winter Par
, ~
Sawyer, Lillian Everleth -------------------------~~--- --~-Savannah, Ga-.
Shannon, John William .----------------~---------~-_..:._·: _~No"rwood, Mass·. ·
. ·Tilden; Grace Margaret·e ..:,_·____·_____________ ~ __ :.. __: __:-~~-:.. Wi11;ter Garden .·_ :'.
Ven.a ble, Charles Fontaine _____ .__________ ;.. ___________ .:.._--~-~--Center· Hill · ·
SUB-PREPARATORY

P.

Fletcher, Leo~ard· Ledox ----------~--------:-______ :_ ___ ~San _Juan,
R. ·:-'_·· .·.
Jenness, Edith Marguerite ________ .:_ _ _.: _________ :....:. ____ .:,:··.:._~-~~.::__:..5t. Cloud
. Ligon, Forest· Leon _______ _:___ :,. ______ -_ _____ ~--.· -------~--·- _-:_ __Wauchula
Stineman, F-rank Harvard __._:_ _____ .:_ ________________ ~ __ South_ Fork, . Pa.
Tompkins, ~arl Whitney ------------~----.:-:----:------.:--~Peekskill; ~- Y _.
Williams, Arthur Allen ----------------------------'-~~------Jacksonville · · ·
Wilson., ·Dudley Stewart ---------------------·________._ .:._~--------Ocoee ·

THE

SCHOOL -OF

Music

Barze, Ruth Ellen ___________ .:._ ____________._·_:, ___________ ~_..:__:__ Winter · Park
-~""

Bean, Gladys Winifred ~---------------· ~~---~---------~-~-------Tampa
Campbell; Vii;-ginia ·-------~-----------------..: __.____ _: ____ ~.--Winter.· Park
Foley, Isabel __.: __ ..;. _____ _____ ._ ______ .: _________________Ch~rlevoix, Mich.
Freeman, .· Stella Florence _______________ .__~-----~~-~.:.---------N ocatee .
Froemke, . Maynard Carroll ·-----~--~--------------~--,- --Sheldon., N~ D";:
Galloway, Edna Louise _____________________ ;.._:_ ___ ;..~~--:. __ _: ___ _-Maitland

...

~

Gates, Katheri~e M~ell ~------------~---------.... --·- ·~---Winter Haven
Gedge, . Tp.omas __ .:_ ___ _____________ -:---------~-----~-~-:..--:----~,- ::_Orlando
Hutchinson, Robert _.___________ ..:.:..-~--------------'.""-New .Bedford, Mass.
Keezel, Florence Marie _ _:. ________ .:_ __ ;_ _____ ...,~---------·- --- Winte-r . Park
Krauss,. · Elizabeth Kedney _._______________ _:_ ___________:~--:-- Winter Park
Lake
:Albert ---------~ -~--- ------------------Minneapolis,
. Minn.
.
' Randolph
.
,
.
Lenfest, Hazel Coffin• :..-~-------------------------~.:. _____ ::__winter Park
:

-.··
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1dcQuaters, Edwin Arthur -----------~-------------------------Orlando
Noxon, _James Isaac ------------------~--------------------Auburndale
Peschmann, Elizabeth Susanna -----------------------------Winter Park
Rose, Ethel Lillian ____________________________________________ Lockhart
Shannon, John William -----------------------:--------Norwood, Mass
Shaw, Benjamin Chandler _______________________________ Ormond Beach
Shaw, Margaret Matilda -------------------...:------------Ormond Beach
Smith, Ella SeBelle ____________________________________________ Orlando_
Stineman,· Frank Harvard ------------------------------South Fork, Pa.
Taylor, Irma Victoria ___________________________________ .:.Winter Par·k
Tompkins, Karl Whitney ______________________________ Peekskill, N. Y.
Tilden, CI_a rence ·Gazelle ------------------------------Winter Garden
Tilden, Gladys May -----~------------------------~------Winter Garden
Tilden, Grace Margaret --------------------------------Winter Garden
Thoren, Irene Gurney ----------------------....:-------------Barrington, Ill
Waddell, Frances Marian ---------------------------------Winter ·P ark
Wagner, Jean ---------------------------------------------Winter Park
W esseler, Trillis Esther ___________________ _:__ Victoria de las Tunas, Cuba
Yancey, Sara Williatns ----------------------------------------Orlando

THE SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
·A very, Clella Millicent -------------------------------New Orleans, La.
Enlow, Maud Marguerite ----------------------------------Winter Park
Lewis, Leon Demarest ________ .:. __________________________ st. Petersburg
Muriel, Sara Evans _:_ _________________ -------- ------------1acksonville
Shaw, Benj~min Chandler ------------------------------Ormond _Beach
Smith, Ella SeBelle --------------------------------------------Orlando
Tilden, Gladys May -----------------------------------~-Winter Garden

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
Clark, Geraldine ---- ·· .· --------------------· _________________ Inverness
Clark, Lucy Lee -------------:-..: __________------Lookout Mountain, Tenn.
Francis, Mary Evans ___________________________________ Plainfield, Conn.

LIST OF STUDE N TS
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Halsted, Lucretia Fay _________________ .:_ __________ . :. __ ..:. ______ .;.__ Qrlando
Halsted, Janet ---- ·---------------- ·--------------------------Orlando
IGmbal, Dorothy May --------------------------------------Toledo,. O.
Perry,. Charles Calvert ------------------------------~----~----Orlando
.Smith, Katherine Cranford ___ :._ _______________ :.. ________ Montclair,
J.

THE SCHOOL OF DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS
_Allen, Mabel _______ ..; _____________________________ Clinton Corners, N. Y .

.Beall, Alice ------------------------------------------Steubenville, 0.
Brown, Sarabelle -----------------.:.----------~-------Minneapolis, Minn.
Clark, Lucy Lee ________________________ _-______ Lookout Mountain, Tenn.
·Crawford,. Mary ----------------------------------~-------Winter Park
Davis, Gayle ________________ :.. _____ ._________ . :_ ______ :..·- ----------Orlando

Duncan, Dorothy Isabel --------------------------- 7 --.:.-l3ridgeport, O.
Fithian, Henrietta --------------------------------- ~~ --Ossining; N. Y.
Guiteras, Edith Marian _____ :_ __________________________ Matanzas, Cuba

Head, Sara -----------------·- ------------------------Minneapolis, Minn.
Hoffman, Ellen White ____________________________ ..; _______ Winter Park
.Isaacson, Ruth Annie Marie ------------------------------------Orlando
Johnson, Dorothy Strong ------------------------=-------~------Orlando
Neininger, Leada Louise __ "7" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.____ B,idgeport, 0.
Nuckolls , Pauline ----------------------------------------------Orlando
.
Rose, Stella Smith ---------------------------------------- Winter Park
Siewert, · Frieda· Viola --~--------------------------------..;-Winter Park
Sterling, Dorothy ___________ .:_ ___________ :_ ________.__ poughkeepsie~ N. Y.

Waide, Margery -----~------_:-------·- ~----------Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Warlow, Helen -------------~--------------------------~-------Orlando

THE BUSINESS SCHOOL - ·.
13arbour, Antoinette Olin ·____ .:_ ____ ~----------------.---Chelmsford, Mass. ·
'Barbour, Vivian . Leone --------------------------~---Chelmsford, Mass.
~lackman, Berkeley ______________________ .:..:..-------------:-~Winter Park
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Blackman, Lucy Worthington ----------------------------Winter Park
Brown, Sarabelle -----------------------------------Minneapolis, Minn: .
Bucher., Louise -----~-------------------------------------Winter . Park .
Campbell, Herbert Theodore · -----------'-------------------Winter Pa,rk_·
Chadwick, Charles Berry --~-------------------------------Punta Gorda
Conway, - Ephriam ---------------------------------------------Bostwick_
Clark, Lucy Lee ________________________ . :_ _____ Lookout Mountain, T ·enn.

Dancy, Marshall --------------:------~-7"-----------------:-,...--Geneva~ Ala.
·narrow, Richard Gordon __________________ ,_ _______ ..;. _________ Qkeechobee -Donaldson, Lesley Bruce _____________________________ New Y·o rk, N. Y ..
Doudney, Sanford Fry ------------------~------------------~----Geneva
Fletcher, Leonai:d Ledox _______________ ..;. _______________ San Juan, -P . R.
Galloway, Edna Louise ________________________________________ Maitland
.Gregory, Frederick Donivan _______________ .:_ _____________ Winter Garden
Guiteras, Edith Marian --------------------------------Matanzas, Cuba ·
Harris, Percy J os~ph ------------------------------- ------- Winter Park
Heyd.rick, Oswaldo Rouvier __________ ..;. ____________________ Paris, France
Hi~l, James Harold ------------------,--------------'.------------Maithi~d
Hunter, William James ---------------~-------------------Winter Park
Huntsman, . Byron Lee ______________ ._ _______________________ Bristol, Va. ·_
Isaacson, Ruth Anna Marie ------------------------------------Orlando
, Jenness, Edith Marguerite -------------:------------.;..·--------~-·s t Cloud
Klemn, Arthur Richard ---------------------------------- Winter Haven
Lake, -Randolph Albert ________________________ :_ ____ _Minneapolis,_ M.inn.
Lape, . Ralph Heti-ry ---------------------:--------_- -------------Salem, _0.
Lewis., Leon Demarest -----------------------------------St. Petersburg
Lewter, Robert Dickerson ___ .:_ _________________________________ Qrlando
Ligon, Forest Leon ------· -----:--~------------- --------------Wauchula
Macpherson, Edna ____________________________ .:_ __·_______ Springfield, IlL

McQuaters, Edwin Arthur ----------------------------------~-Orlando
lfatlack, Marion Brooks --------------------------------------Sorrento .
l\!ariin, Walter Ray --------------------------. ------:---Winter Ha\Ten
~Iizel4 William McKinley __________________________________ Punta Gorda
N eininger, LeaQa Louise ____________________ :_ _____ _-_____ Bridgeport, O.
Pellerin, Sadie Sawyer ___________ ..:, _______________________ Jacksonville
Prange, Karl Ardolph --------------------~-----------------1 acks·o nville
Relis, Harry -----:------------------------..: _________________ Winter Park
Roberts; George Bisson ----~---------------~----~------'----Winter Park
R _ose, - Edgar William ______________ ,.:. _____ .,;__________ .;,. ___ .:,. ____ Lockhart _-

.

.

.

LIS-7 ' . OF STUDENTS
Russ, Emmette Eugene· --------~-------------------.:.. ....-:.--~-----;_Tangerine
Shannon, John Willia_m --------------~-;;::-------------.----Norwood; M~ss. ··
Sherman, Charles Daniel __________:... ___ .:..:;_.;..'~"':'------..;..:. ______ Castile, ·.N. · Y .
. Stineman, Frank · Harvard _____________ ::__.::~---------~--So_utll, .Fork, Pa. Smith, Ella Sebel~e ._____ :_ __ ~------~--:_ _ _:._:. ______________ ~--~--.:.-OrlandoSinith, ·K atberiµe Cranford ----~ _____ :_ ______________ ..:_:_ __ Montclair, N. J ~
Stone, Forrest . Brewer ·_______________________ _:. _______,_____ :._ _ _:_Maitland
·stone, William Ernest ___ _: __________ .:,. ___________________ _;. __ Winter Pa~k
Taylor, Aaron Alexander -------"'."'-----------~--~----~·.:.. _____
. -____ :_ __ Shiloh
Tilden,. Clarence Gazelle _:.._ ________ _;_:"'.' __.:_~-----~-----·-:_ ____ Winter, Garden
Tompkins, Karl Whi~ey ______ .:_ _____ _: _______ ,___________ Peekskill, N. Y.
Venable, Charles Fontaine _____ ,:_________________________
_ .--Center Hill
\Vard, Frederick Harris -------------------· -----:..--~-----Winter Park
Wesseler, Trillis Esther ------------------:--·Victoria
la~.Tunas', Cuba
Whel~on, Maurice Austin _""' ______________________ ..; _________ Orange City
Wiiliams, Arthur Allen _ _______________________.__________ Jacksonville

de

7

Williams, J enµie Mildred -------------~---------~-----:_--~---,_.;. __ Oviedo
Wilson, Dudley · Stew·a rt __________ _: ___________________________ ~~Ocoee·
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